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ABSTRACT

The chemistry of the stable isotopes of carbon and oxygen during

the precipitation of calcium carbonate by marine phytoplankton (cocco-

1ithophorids) was investigated. Samples studied include cocco1itho-

phorids grown in laboratory culture and calcareous nannofossils from

Recent and ancient sediments.

The stable isotope ratios of carbon (513C) of the calcium carbon-

ate coccoliths of three species of cultured coccolithophorids and the

5
13c of the dissolved inorganic carbon of the culturing medium were

measured. The carbon of the cocco1ithophorid calcite was found not to

be in isotopic equilibrium with the dissolved inorganic carbon of the

culturing medium. The 513c values could not be correlated with temper-

ature, light intensity or aeration. Dudley (1976) had previously shown

that the oxygen of the calcite (for the same set of samples) was not in

isotopic equilibrium with the water in the growth medium.

The biological fractionation model of Dudley (1976) can qualita

tively explain the variation of 513C of the coccoliths. The 513C may

or may not be a steady-state value depending on the intracellular

reaction rates. Anomalously high 5l 3C values for coccoliths of

Cricosphaera carterae grown under conditions of high temperature and

high illumination are evidence for the direct utilization of RCO; for

photosynthesis.

13 18 .The 5 C and 5 0 of Recent nannofossils and foram~nifera from

ocean sediments were determined. The oxygen isotopic composition of

the foraminifera indicated that the calcite was precipitated at or near

oxygen isotopic equilibrium with the inferred isotopic composition of
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the seawater as reported by other investigators. The nannofossil cal-

cite was not in oxygen isotopic equilibrium with seawater. There was,

however, a covariance between 5
180

of nannofossils and 5
180

of foramin-

ifera. An isotopic temperature equation for Recent nannofossils was

derived using this covariance [t(OC) = 25.6 - 3.6(5 - 5 )]. Temperc w

atures calculated using this equation are significantly different from

those calculated from the commonly used isotopic equilibrium equation

of Epstein et al. (1953). Neither the carbon of the foraminifera cal-

cite nor the carbon of the nannofossil calcite was in isotopic equilib-

rium with the total dissolved inorganic carbon of seawater.

The S13C and 5180 of nannofossils from DSDP sites 277, 279, 281

and 284 were determined and compared with published isotopic composi-

tions of foraminifera from the same cores.
18

The 5 0 values of the

nannofossils were strongly correlated with those of the foraminifera.

While the nannofossils were not necessarily in oxygen isotopic equilib-

rium with their environment, the correlation implied that they res-

ponded to the same environmental parameters as the foraminifera. A

nannofossil isotopic temperature equation was derived using this cor-

relation [t(OC) = 17.6 - 2.9(5 - 8 )]. Temperatures calculated usingc w

this equation are similar to those calculated using the equilibrium

equation but different from those calculated using the equation derived

above. The carbon of the nannofossils was in some cases closer to

isotopic equilibrium with the total dissolved inorganic carbon of sea-

water than that of the planktonic foraminifera.



So David prevailed over the Philistine with a sling and a stone.

1 Samuel XVII, 50
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I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of Problem

In this work the isotopic composition of biogenically produced

calcium carbonate is considered. Some aspects of the system, such as

the thermodynamics of CaC03 precipitation and the oxygen isotopic

composition in the CaC03 shells of marine molluscs, have been exten

sively studied by others. The data generated in such studies have been

used to infer oceanic paleotemperatures as well as the glacial history

of the earth's surface. An understanding of the evolution of the

earth's climate is important in predicting future climatic changes.

The purpose of this project is to determined the usefulness of the

stable isotope ratios of carbon and oxygen in the calcium carbonate of

calcareous nannofossils as paleoclimatic indicators. Relationships

between environmental parameters and the isotopic composition of both

calcareous nannofossils and calcareous nannoplankton have been examined.

From these relationships isotopic data can be interpreted and inferences

made about past climate.

Specifically this research was undertaken to answer the following

questions: What environmental parameters affect the carbon and oxygen

isotopic composition of calcareous nannofossils? What is the systematic

relationship between those parameters and the isotopic composition? Do

the isotopic compositions reflect isotopic equilibrium or biological

fractionation? Does a mixed species assemblage of nannofossils bias

the results in any manner? How do climatic inferences made using the

isotopic composition of nannofossils compare with those made using

foraminifera? Are there any interrelationships between the carbon and
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oxygen isotopic compositions?

To properly understand the arguments and discussion to be pre

sented, a review of several topics including the inorganic and organic

isotope chemistry of carbon, the theory and technique of isotopic

paleoclimatic investigation, and the biology and geochemistry of marine

coccolithophorids is warranted. A brief review follows. If not

familiar with stable isotope methodology and terminology, one should

read Appendix A for a complete discussion On that topic.

Coccolithophorids

Coccolithophorids are unicellular marine plants (algae), belonging

to the Haptophyceae class of golden-brown algae. They are primary

producers (i.e., capable of photosynthesis), and thus inhabit the

euphotic zone in ocean waters. Honjo and Okada (1974) found that most

coccolithophorids live in the upper 100m of the water column. The

depth of maximum population is 50 to 100m except for subpolar regions

where it is somewhat shallower.

Coccolithophorids produce a coccosphere composed of calcium

carbonate. The coccosphere is made up of individual shields called

coccoliths. The coccoliths are only a few microns in diameter so an

electron microscope is required for their study. Species are identified

by the morphology of their coccoliths.

Coccoliths are frequently found in marine sediments, as calcareous

nannofossils. The coccoliths are rapidly transported to the sediment

by fecal pellets (Honjo, 1975, 1976). After deposition the coccoliths

are subject to dissolution (Berger, 1973; Roth and Berger, 1975) so

that the species found in sediments are not necessarily representative
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of the living population.

Because the coccolithophorids live near the ocean surface, the

isotopic composition of coccoliths preserved in ocean sediments may

provide information about conditions at the ocean's surface at the time

they grew. Before using their isotopic compositions in this fashion,

it is necessary to calibrate the response of the isotopic composition

of the carbonate to changes in environmental parameters.

The species of coccolithophorids cultured for this purpose were

Criscosphaera carterae, Emi1iania hux1eyi, and Crucip1aco1ithus neohe1is

(Dudley, 1976). These species inhabit a wide range of environments and

are commonly found in Recent sediments (see Dudley, 1976, for a dis-

cussion of these species). The coccoliths of C. carterae and

E. hux1eyi are formed intrace11u1ar1y presumably from inorganic

bicarbonate and are associated with an organic matrix (Crenshaw, 1964;

Outka and Williams, 1971; Wilber and Watabe, 1963). It is not certain

whether the formation of coccoliths results from using CO2 for photo

synthesis (Crenshaw, 1964) or whether it allows RCa; to be utilized in

photosynthesis (Steeman-Nie1sen, 1966).

In
. 13Corganl.C

In the oceanic carbon system the largest reservoir of carbon is

dissolved inorganic carbon (~C02). The ~C02 is mostly in the form of

dissolved bicarbonate ion. The ~C02 speciations are determined by the

equilibria among atmospheric CO2' dissolved inorganic carbon, and solid

calcium carbonate.

Although the values for the equilibrium constants are known, they

cannot properly be used in seawater due to the high ionic strength of
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seawater and the formation of association complexes by carbonate and

bicarbonate ions with various cations (Edmond and Gieskes, 1970).

Therefore, the "apparent" constants must be measured directly (see

Riley and Chester, 1971). At an average seawater pH of 8.2 and atmos-

pheric concentration of 315 ppm CO2, surface ocean water contains

approximately 2.2 mmo1es/1 of ~C02. The ~C02 is predominantly HCO;

ion. The concentration of CO2(aq) is about 1% and the concentration of

CO; is about 10 to 15% of the ~C02. Surface seawater is often super

saturated with respect to CaC03(s). Most precipitation of calcium

carbonate in surface waters is done biogenically. At depth the water

becomes undersaturated with respect to CaC03 and dissolution of partic

ulate CaC03 will occur. At greater depths (approximately 4.2 km) the

rate of particulate carbonate influx is balanced by the rate of car-

bonate dissolution--the "carbonate compensation depth". The carbonate

compensation depth varies with depth (i.e., temperature and pressure)

and location (Berger, 1968; Li et a1., 1969).

There is also an isotopic fractionation associated with each

equilibrium reaction. This equilibrium isotopic fractionation factor

can be calculated from a knowledge of the partition functions of the

species involved (Urey, 1947; Bottinga, 1969; Thode et al., 1965;--
Rubinson and Clayton, 1969). However, due to the unreliability of

values for the vibrational constants of dissolved species, the values

are determined experimentally. The fractionation factors between the

dissolved inorganic carbon species have been measured by several

authors (Mook et al., 1974; Vogel et al., 1970; Rubinson and Clayton,

1969; Emrich et al., 1970; Wendt, 1968; Deuser and Degens, 1967; Thode

et al., 1965) without complete agreement. For example, Emrich et al.
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measured the enrichment of 13C in CaC0
3

precipitated from a bicarbonate

solution at O°C as 1.~ and at 25°C as 2.ar~, while Rubinson and Clayton

measured the enrichment at 25°C as 0.9r~. These values, however,

represent the best estimates available.

There are several factors that can affect the equilibrium isotopic

composition of the species in the inorganic carbon system besides the

thermodynamic variables of temperature, pressure and pH. Exchange

between dissolved CO2 and atmospheric CO2 tends to keep the two reser

voirs in isotopic equilibrium (Kroopnick, 1974a; Bottinga and Craig,

1969; Keeling, 1961). Because of its much greater mass, oceanic ~C02

13controls 8 C of CO
2

in the marine atmosphere (Broecker, 1973). Near

the ocean surface dissolved CO2 is utilized during photosynthesis, a

kinetic isotopic effect discriminating against l3C (Park and Epstein,

1960; Degens et al., 1968a). The dissolved bicarbonate reservoir is

not seriously reduced (Broecker, 1973) and there is only a ~ change in

the isotopic composition of the ~C02. Both at the surface and at depth

13respiration takes place, oxidizing the C depleted photosynthetically

fixed carbon and changing the 8
l 3C of the inorganic reservoir toward

its original value (Kroopnick, 1975; Kroopnick, 1974b; Craig, 1970;

Deuser and Hunt, 1969). The CaC03 precipitated by marine organisms

may be slightly enriched in 13C (Craig, 1954; Craig, 1953). Dissolution

of CaC03 will again change the inorganic reservoir toward its original

value.

The net result of all these processes is a characteristic distri-

13bution with water depth for the concentration and 8 C of the dissolved

inorganic carbon (Kroopnick, 1974b; Kroopnick et al., 1972; Craig,

1970; Kroopnick et al., 1970; Deuser and Hunt, 1968) (see Fig. 1). The
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Figure 1. Composite of &13C-~C02 and temperature, dissolved oxygen and
~C02 versus depth for Antipode 15, Station 16 (17°S, 172°W)
(Kroopnick et a1., 1977; used with permission).
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distribution shows that the surface ~C02 concentration is ten percent

lower than deep water concentrations and -2.2%0 enriched in 13C• Often

at some intermediate depth there is a maximum concentration corres

ponding to a minimum (--1%0) in !)l3C•

The !)13C of dissolved inorganic carbon in surface waters are also

influenced by oceanic circulation (Kroopnick, 1974b). That is, as more

respiration occurs in deep water, the lower the !)13C-~02 becomes and

when it upwells to the surface the average !)13C of the surface ~C02

decreases. The general flow of the oceans deep water is from the North

Atlantic to South Atlantic, westward around Antarctica, then south to

north in the Indian and Pacific Oceans. Kroopnick (1971) found the

expected change in the !)13C of the deep water ~C02 as it went from

+l.lJ~ to -O.~ from the North Atlantic to North Pacific. The expected

decrease in surface !)13C-~C02 due to upwelling of deep water was

observed across the Polar Front between Australia and Antarctica.

O . 13Crgan~c

Living organisms, especially photosynthesizing plants, cause

fractionation of carbon isotopes between the organic and inorganic

reservoirs. Surveys of organically produced carbon compounds (Wickman,

1952; Craig, 1953; Craig, 1954) show that reduced organic compounds

including those photosynthetically fixed are depleted in 13C• The

13 . 0 138 C range for terrestr~a1 plants is -23~ to -2~ (PDB). Measured 5 C

values of the organic material of marine plants have ranges of -8~ to

-17k (Craig, 1954), -2~ to -2ar~ (Sackett et a1., 1965) and -12~ to

-23~ (Smith and Epstein, 1971). The fact that zooplankton have this

same isotopic composition as phytoplankton (Sackett ~ a1., 1965;
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Degens et a1., 1968b) means that the fractionation between the inorganic

and organic reservoirs is due to photosynthesis and the zooplankton do

not further fractionate the fixed carbon.

The magnitude of the isotopic fractionation caused by photosyn-

thesis was first measured by Park and Epstein (1960). The results of

their experiments showed that the CO2 entering a terrestrial plant is

13depleted by 7r~ in C compared to atmospheric CO2• Photosynthesis

further fractionates the plant CO2 by -17~, leaving a net depletion of

13c of -24~ in the plant compared to the atmosphere. However, the

fractionation of the CO2 entering the plant can vary over range of

13several per mil resulting in a range of ~ C values for the plants of

-18%oto -3rr~ on the PDB scale in agreement with Craig's (1953) values.

The ~13c values for organic compounds are also consistent with

photosynthetic fractionation from atmospheric CO2 with a ~13c value

13of -7r~ (Keeling, 1961) or CO2(aq) with a ~ C of -~ (Mook et a1.,

131974). In comparison, the ~ C of ~C02 has a range of ~ to ~, and

the ~13C of marine carbonate is approximately -2r~ to +6~.

The reasons for variations in the biological fractionation have

been studied. Environmental factors such as temperature, CO2 partial

pressure, or availability of carbon can cause wide variations in the

biological fractionation between the inorganic and organic carbon

reservoir. 13A range of -1~ to -28~ for the ~ C of the organic carbon

of marine diatoms was attributed to the temperature dependent inorganic

fractionation between CO2(aq) and HCO; and (in limiting cases) to

depletion of the inorganic carbon reservoir (Degens et a1., 1968a;

Degens et a1., 1968b; Deuser et a1., 1968; Deuser, 1970). Parker and

Calder (1973) found that the fractionation between the organic carbon
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of diatoms and CO2(aq) varied between ~ and -l~ depending on the

partial pressure of CO2 in the growth atmosphere. On the other hand,

Seckbach and Kaplan (1973) concluded that for a thermophilic alga, the

maximum fractionation occurs under optimum growth conditions.

Isotopic Temperature Scales and Paleotemperatures

The possibility of using the temperature depe.ndence of t~e equi-

librium oxygen isotope fractionation between co-existing water and

calcite as a thermometer was first discussed by Urey (1947). In that

classic paper Urey described the theoretical basis for the equilibrium

fractionation. Using statistical mechanics he calculated some frac-

tionation factors, but could not calculate ~caco3/H20. Calculations

have subsequently been done (Bottinga, 1968) and the predictions made

by Urey were qualitatively correct. An experimental determination of

the temperature coefficient of the fractionation factor was necessary.

Urey also brought up several questions in regard to the method,

i.e., whether biogenic carbonates are precipitated in equilibrium, the

possibility of exchange after deposition, the stability of the isotopic

composition of seawater, that are still not completely resolved. Urey

also realized that sulfate-water, phosphate-water, or silica-water

fractionations could also be used as the basis for temperature scales.

The phosphate-water (Longinelli and Nuti, 1973) and silica-water

(Labeyrie, 1974) temperature scales have been experimentally determined,

although are not as widely used as the carbonate-water temperature

scale.

McCrea (1950) provided the first calculated value for ~CaC03/H20
as well as the first experimentally determined value. The results of
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experiments in which calcium carbonate was slowly precipitated from

bicarbonate solutions gave the same temperature dependence for the

fractionation as the calculated value. The oxygen isotopic temperature

scale was found by McCrea to be:

where ~180 represents the 5180 variation of the precipitated calcium

carbonate in per mil when analyzed as CO2 gas prepared according to the

procedure of McCrea versus a reference CO2 gas and A represents the 5180

difference of the water from mean ocean water in per mil. McCrea

found no isotopic difference between calcite and its polymorph

aragonite nor any effect due to ionic strength when sodium chloride is

added to the solution. The more detailed studies of Tarutani et al.

(1969) indicate that there are small fractionations between calcite and

aragonite.

18Epstein et al. (1951, 1953) measured the 0 content of shells of

calcareous organisms, mostly molluscs. The organisms were either grown

in the laboratory at constant temperature or were collected from

locations where little temperature variations exist. The isotopic

temperature scale obtained was:

t = 16.5 - 4.3& + 0.145
2

where 5 is the &180 variation (in per mil) of the precipitated calcium

carbonate corrected for any deviation of the isotopic composition of

the water and compared to the PDB standard. The work of Epstein et al.

(1953) agrees well with that of McCrea (1950) when differences between
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their respective standards are accounted for. It should be noted that

the exact forms of each of the above equations depend on the choice of

reference standards as well as the analytical procedure followed in

. ~C CO d h . of the ~180 1 fmeasur1ng u a 3 an t e est1mate u va ue 0 mean seawater.

An application of the oxygen isotope thermometer to marine

sediments was done by Emiliani (1954b, 1955, 1956). The calcium

carbonate shells deposited by marine foraminifera were chosen for

study. Emiliani (1955) used the temperature relationship derived by

Epstein et ale (1953) writing it as:

18
where ~CaC03 and ~H20 are the ~ 0 values for the carbonate and CO2 in

equilibrium with the water and are measured against the PDB standard

using the method of McCrea (1950) for ~CaC03 and Epstein and Mayeda

(1953) for ~H20.

The exact form of the paleotemperature equation has undergone

revision (Craig, 1965; Shackleton, 1973; Epstein, 1976). The intercept

of the equation developed by Epstein et ale (1953) depends on the choice

of reference standard. Craig (1956) gave corrections for mass spec-

trometric error, mass balance errors and change in reference standard.

The derived equation is:

when ~CaC03 is measured as CO2 gas prepared at 25°C according to the

method of McCrea (1950) and ~H20 is measured as CO2 equilibrated with
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the water at 25°C according to the method of Epstein and Mayeda (1953).

The equation of Craig (1965) compares favorably with the equatioI2 that

can be derived from purely inorganic fractionation data (O'Neil et aI.,--
1969). Note that the equation is applicable only for one specified set

of analytical procedures. Throughout the rest of the text, 5CaC03 and

5H20 as defined above will be written 5 and I). Epstein (personalc w

communication) advises that the intercept should be 16.4 rather than

16.9.

The calculation of paleotemperatures using foraminifera is widely

used, but its validity rests on three assumptions. One, the temperature

equation used does describe the equilibrium isotope behavior in the

H20-CaC03 system; secondly, foraminifera do deposit their calcium

carbonate shells in isotopic equilibrium with water; thirdly, the

isotopic composition of the water can be accurately estimated. Assump-

tions two and three warrant further discussion.

Researchers have been unable to grow planktonic foraminifera under

laboratory conditions to confirm that the relationship between temper-

ature and isotopic fractionation is the same for foraminifera as for

molluscs. Monospecific samples are used whenever possible since, due

to depth habitat (Emi1iani, 1954) or biological (non-equilibrium) frac-

tionation (Shackleton et a1., 1973), different species give different

isotopic temperatures.

To use the isotopic temperature equation the isotopic composition

of the water in which the calcium carbonate was formed must be known or

estimated. The 1)180 of ocean water does vary from location to location

(Epstein and Mayeda, 1953; Craig and Gordon, 1965) and with episodes of

glaciation (Emiliani, 1955). The magnitude of the variation with
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glaciation has not been resolved (Emi1iani, 1971a, 1966b; Shackleton,

1968, 1967; Shackleton and Opdyke, 1973).

Efforts have recently been made to extend the paleotemperature

technique to nannofossils (Margolis et a1., 1975; Lindroth et a1.,

1976; Anderson and Cole, 1975; Douglas and Savin, 1975). Dudley

showed that due to non-equilibrium precipitation of calcium carbonate,

a cocco1ithophorid temperature scale may be given by:

t = 13.2 - 1.68(& - & ).c w

The equation given by Dudley (1976) was developed by growing three

species of coccolithophorids in laboratory culture at constant temper-

ature and does not agree with the curve for one species (!. hux1eyi)

also grown in laboratory culture given by Lindroth (1970):

t = 15.6 - 2.9(& - 5 ) - 0.06(& _ & )2.
ewe w

Experimental Outline

Several approaches can be taken to determine the suitability of

calcareous nannofossils (mostly coccoliths) as paleoclimatic indicators;

three have been used in this research. (1) The paleo-environmental

response of calcareous nannofossils has been calibrated by analyzing

both nannofossils and foraminifera from the same sediment samples.

(2) The environmental response has been measured by growing cocco1itho-

phorids in culture and varying the environmental parameters. (3) The

response has been determined by analyzing coccoliths from Recent sedi-

ments where the growth environmenta1s are known.

Each of the approaches has drawbacks. Calibration of the isotopic
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composition of coccoliths with that of foraminifera is based on the

assumption that the environmental parameter to which the foraminifera

respond is known and that the coccolithophorids respond to the same

parameter. A species effect may also be present since the species of

foraminifera and nannofossils found in the sediment change with age of

the sediment. Cultured coccolithophorids can be grown under controlled

conditions, but the laboratory system may not accurately reflect

natural conditions. To determine the response using Recent sediments

implies that modern conditions prevailed at the time of sedimentation.

Sedimentary samples may also be affected after deposition in such a

way that the original environmental response is obscured. However, by

using all three approaches a meaningful interpretation of the data is

possible.

Comparisons of the isotopic compositions of foraminifera and

nannofossils from four sites of the Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP

sites 277, 279, 281, 284) were made. The data on the isotopic composi

tion of foraminifera are from Shackleton and Kennett (1975a, 1975b).

Inferences about the earth's glacial history have been made from the

isotopic compositions of these samples. The coccolithophorids were

cultured at the Hawaii Institute of Marine Biology by Dudley (1976).

The oxygen isotopic composition of the water in the growth media, the

carbon isotopic composition of the inorganic carbon in the growth media,

the carbon and oxygen isotopic composition of the coccoliths were

measured for this work. Environmental parameters such as temperature,

pH, salinity, and light intensity were measured by Dudley (1976).

Coccoliths were selected from Recent sediments at locations in the

world's oceans covering a range of latitude from 38°N to 48°S and water
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depths from 600m to 450Om. Isotopic composition of recent coccoliths

were compared with those of foraminifera from the same location.

The results of some of these experiments have already been

reported (Dudley, 1976) and are summarized below. Coccoliths grown in

culture are not secreted in oxygen isotopic equilibrium with the water

of the growth media. There is a non-equilibrium fractionation which

is also species specific. In addition to temperature, the fractiona

tion is influenced by illumination and aeration, but not by salinity,

agitation or periodicity of light/dark cycle. Changes in the isotopic

composition of nannofossils from the DSDP sites generally parallel

changes in the isotopic composition of foraminifera. An empirical

temperature equation derived from the culturing experiments gives

reasonable paleotemperatures when applied to sedimentary coccoliths.

However, changes in isotopic composition after deposition are important

for many of the sedimentary samples.
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Instrumentation

Isotope ratio mass spectrometers are used to measure the carbon

and oxygen isotopic composition of a sample of CO
2

gas. The instrument

as developed by Neir (1947) uses a double collector for the simulta-

neous measurement of masses 44 and either 45 or 46. Inlet, amp1ifi-

cation and null detection systems are described by McKinney et ale

(1950).

The two instruments used in this research were a 3"-60° RMS

(3-inch radius, 60° deflection) and a 6"-60° RMS manufactured by

Nuclide Corporation (State College, Pennsylvania). Each instrument is

equipped with an automatic switching dual gas inlet system, an electron

bombardment ion source and a double collector. Both ion current

amplifiers are solid state D.C. amplifiers with input resistors of

10 11
1·10 nand 5·10 n across the major [mass (44)] and minor [mass (45 or

46)] ion beam collectors, respectively. Each instrument has two

precision 10Kndecade voltage dividers for balancing the voltage

developed by the minor ion current, one decade voltage divider for

sample and one for standard measurement, and a Nuclide Integrating

Ratiometer (IR-2) for digital collection of data. The digital data is

automatically collected via punched paper tape.

The instruments have been slightly modified in our laboratory to

improve the inlet system, leak crusher, inlet valves and isolation from

room vibration (Goodney and Kroopnick, 1976; see Appendix B).

The theoretical basis for handling data obtained using an isotope

ratio mass spectrometer has been adequately treated (Craig, 1957;
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Deines, 1970; Mook and Grootes, 1973). In our laboratory the data

reduction scheme is generally that used by Craig and includes correc-

tions for valve mixing and spectral contributions. However, the tail,

decade voltage divider, viscous leak and residual beam corrections are

made according to Deines.

Use of an electronic integrator allows automated data collection

and reduction. Our system for automated data processing uses the IR-2

digital ratiometer, a parallel to serial interface to an off-line

teletype with a paper tape punch and a HP-2000/Access time sharing

computer. These have been discussed by Goodney and Kroopnick (1976)

(Appendix B). A copy of the data reduction program as well as a flow

chart of the logic portion is included.

The performance of the entire system is monitored by the use of

standards run as samples, "check standards". The standard (00-2) is a

nannofossil calcite that is reacted with orthophosphoric acid to yield

CO2 gas (McCrea, 1950). Because each "check standard" is carefully

prepared by a separate reaction with phosphoric acid, systematic

differences between standards are a measure of the precision of the

analytical technique.

The working standard is a batch preparation of 00-2 large enough

to supply several aliquots of gas. Since each aliquot of working

standard is slightly different and may change with time, the "check

standards" allow a small correction to be made.

13 18
Table 1 shows the calculated 0 C and 8 0 of check standards

relative to the working standard for four time intervals covering

approximately one year. A given check standard can often be measured

as precisely as ±0.03~, a value consistent with statistical estimates



TABLE 1

13 18& C and & a of Mass Spectrometer Check Standards

&13C &180
Check May 75 - July 75 Feb. 76 - Mar. 76 July 75 - Oct. 75 Nov. 75 - Feb. 76

Standard - - - -
Number X a n X a n X a n X a n

9 .02 .03 7 -.03 .04 3 -.32 .02 6 -.31 .07 3

9a -.01 .03 7 - - - -.40 .01 2

11 -.05 .04 6 -.13 .02 2 -.35 .04 4 -.33 .01 2

11a - - - .02 .03 3 - - - -.34 .04 2

12 .00 .02 7 -.02 .01 3 -.37 .03 4

12a - - - .00 .02 5 - - - -.28 .08 4

Adopted -.01 .04 27 -.02 .05 16 -.35 .04 16 -.31 .06 11
value

X = average value

a = standard deviation

n = number of replicates

.....
\0
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of precision. The values adopted for a set of check standards show

that due to random fluctuations, the overall precision for analysis of

a given CaC03 sample may reasonably be taken as ±0.05~, a value adopted

as representative of our laboratory precision.

The accuracy of our reported SpDB values is dependent on the

accuracy of analysis of the sample gas, our analysis of the NBS-20

standard, and Craig's (1957) measurement of NBS-20 vs. PDB. Any error

in Craig's value will be systematically reflected in our analysis and

is therefore neglected in the discussion that follows. Since the

precision of any gas measured is ±O.05%, and the conversion to the PDB

standard requires two measurements, the accumulated precision is -0.1Y~

which we take as the accuracy of our analyses relative to PDB standard.

Only by using the PDB standard as both a machine and check standard

could our accuracy be improved.

The constancy of the overall instrumental performance can also be

monitored using the sensitivity coefficients (defined as %/count)

(see Appendix A). The sensitivity coefficient for an instrument is

determined whenever the electron bombardment ion source conditions are

changed or a new aliquot of working standard is introduced. Tables 2

and 3 summarize the sensitivities determined for both the 3" and 6"

instrument during this research. The sensitivity can be compared with

the instrumental correction factor (including tail, valve mixing, and

residual beam corrections) determined at the same time. Although

changes in the ion source conditions can cause variations in the

correction factors, the sensitivities show little variation. The

constancy of sensitivity indicates that reproduc,ibility over long times

is possible with the instruments.



TABLE 2

Sensitivity Coefficients and Correction Factors for 3" Instrument

.00610 1.01301

.00633* 1.02121

.00633* 1.01205

.00611* 1.01268

1.01032

1.00413**

180

.00612

.00632

.00625

.00618

Sensitivity Coefficient Correction Factor
(%a/count)

13C

Sensitivity Coefficient Correction Factor Date
(%a/count)

.00639* 1.02020 07-20-74

.00673* 1.01415 11-06-74

.00643* 1. 01476 12-06-74

.00656 1.01434 01-15-75

.00648 -- 02-24-75

.00640 1.01244 07-30-75

.00665 1.00550** 04-22-76

.00660 -- 09-29-76

*Recalculated to present integration time.

**Pneumatica11y operated valves installed.

--Correction factor was not redetermined.

N
I-'



TABLE 3

Sensitivity Coefficients and Correction Factors for the 6" Instrument

13C

Sensitivity Coefficient Correction Factor Date
(%"fcount)

.00603 1.00750 10-07-74

.00603 1.00523 04-07-75

.00614 1.00746 05-13-75

.00604 1.01076 07-24-75

18
0

Sensitivity Coefficient Correction Factor
rIoo/ count)

.00575 1.00536

.00584 1.00572

.00582 1.00527

.00576 1.01071

.00603

.00609

.00612

1.01071

1.00961

11-28-75

02-24-76

06-18-76

.00577

.00577

.00578

1.02532

1. 00475

--Correction factor was not redetermined.

N
N
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Isotopic Analysis of Fossil Carbonates

Since carbon and oxygen isotopic compositions are measured using

gaseous CO2, calcium carbonate samples must be converted to CO2 for

analysis. The standard procedure for converting CaC0
3

to CO2 was

developed by McCrea (1950). The procedure is based on the reaction of

orthophosphoric acid with the carbonate:

+
2H + CaC03

Orthophosphoric acid gives more reproducible results than reac-

tions using other acids. Its low vapor pressure permits it to be used

in vacuum systems. McCrea (1950) found only negligible exchange

between the oxygen in the orthophosphoric acid and evolved CO2• Ortho

phosphoric acid can be prepared by reacting an excess of P205 with 85%

H3P04 until the specific gravity is greater than 1.9 (Emi1iani, 1966a).

The acid may be stabilized by adding a small amount of potassium

dichromate (Urey et al., 1951). Shackleton (1973) prepares the ortho-

phosphoric acid by heating and stirring 85% phosphoric acid in vacuo.

Mook (1971) reports better reproducibility is obtained with 95% rather

than 100% phosphoric acid; however, no experimental details are

provided.

The orthophosphoric acid used in our laboratory has been prepared

using the procedures of Emi1iani (1966a) and of Bowen (1966). Bowen's

procedure is basically the method used by Urey et al. (1951) in which

the acid is stabilized using potassium dichromate but with excess

dichromate reduced by hydrogen peroxide. Non-stabilized acid does

occasionally crystallize during use, causing the loss of a sample. The
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orthophosphoric acid is now routinely prepared in this laboratory using

Bowen's method.

In the reaction of solid calcium carbonate with orthophosphoric

acid, only two of the three oxygen atoms in the carbonate are present

in the evolved CO2• Due to a large kinetic isotope effect the evolved

gaseous CO2 does not have the same oxygen isotopic composition as the

solid carbonate. The fractionation between the CO2 and solid carbonate

has been measured (Sharma and Clayton, 1965) at 25°C for several

divalent metal carbonates. The value for calcite (modified according

to Clayton, personal communication to P. Kroopnick) is:

~/~2 3
1.01025 •

The temperature dependence of a has been measured by Sharma and

Sharma (1969). Variations in the fractionation factor caused by the

metal ion in the carbonate are known (Sharma and Clayton, 1965).

Although McCrea (1950) found no difference in fractionation factors

between calcite and aragonite, later studies (Sharma and Clayton, 1965)

show that there is a different fractionation factor for each. The

isotopic composition of solid carbonates is thus determined by measuring

the isotopic composition of the evolved CO2 and using the proper

fractionation factor.

Other considerations in the processing of solid carbonates are the

size of the carbonate particles and time of reaction. Fritz and

Frontes (1966) found that the oxygen isotopic composition of the CO2

evolved during the calcite-orthophosphoric acid reaction changed during
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the course of evolution with CO 2 which was depleted in 180 being

evolved first. Moreover, the isotopic composition of the total CO2

evolved from a calcite was dependent on the grain size (the smaller the

grain size, the lower the 5180). There was, however, little variation

for particles below 100~ in size and little variation with time for

samples with a uniform particle size. Walters et al. (1972) confirmed

these findings and determined the reaction rate for various size frac-

tions of calcite. Emi1iani (1966a) noted an apparent grain size effect

with 180 enriched in the size fraction below 100~.

There is as yet no satisfactory explanation for the effect of

grain size on isotopic composition. Walters et a1. (1972) suggest that

it results from a small additional kinetic isotope effect that depends

on surface area. This idea is substantiated by their reaction rate data

that show the smaller size fractions react faster. 13The fact that C

showed no grain size effect in the work of Fritz and Fontes (1966) also

indicates a kinetic isotope effect on the fractionation of oxygen atoms

between CO2 gas and solid carbonate.

The results of those experiments argue that in order to attain the

most accurate results, a uniform grain size should be adopted for

carbonate samples and sufficient time allowed for complete reaction.

However, Shackleton (1973) found no evidence of systematic variation of

isotopic composition with grain size for his reaction procedure. In

Shackleton's procedure the reaction is done at SOGC and the CO2 is

removed as it is evolved. Under those conditions the reaction is

complete in only three minutes and occurs at low pressure. It seems

that at 50 GC the reaction is so rapid that any additional kinetic

isotope effect caused by grain size is negligible.
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Occasionally the CO2 generated from natural carbonate samples may

be so contaminated with other gases that no meaningful analysis is

possible. Contamination is apparent from large drifts in the mass

spectrometer recorder traces, especially the sample trace. In our

laboratory contaminated samples have been observed following all sample

treatment methods tried. However, a larger percentage of contaminated

samples are produced by some treatment methods. After identification

of the contaminating gases and the organic removal experiments detailed

below, a procedure was adopted that reduced the percentage of contami

nated samples.

The gases that cause the contamination are thought to be CO or

light hydrocarbons (Emi1iani, 1966a) or heavy hydrocarbons that fragment

in the source to hydrocarbons in the mass range 44 to 46 (Weber,

personal communication to T. Walsh, 1974). The types of contamination

described by Weber have not been observed in our laboratory. The

contaminating gas in our samples has been identified by scanning over

the mass range 25 to 50 for both pure CO
2

and contaminated CO2 samples.

From the large peak at mass 36 and the characteristic abundance pattern

of mass 35 through mass 38, the gas has been identified as HC1 or C12•

Since carbonates taken from marine environments had a high

percentage of contaminated gas samples, NaC1 was postulated to be the

source of contamination. To check that theory, a small amount of NaC1

was placed in the bottom of an evacuated flask and reacted with ortho

phosphoric acid. £opious amounts of a gas were evolved. When diluted

with CO2 and analyzed mass spectrometrica11y, HC1 was identified.

Walsh (1975) reported a high percentage of samples treated with Ch1orox

were also contaminated and sodium hypochlorite was suspected as the
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source of contamination. Reaction of sodium hypochlorite with ortho

phosphoric acid released a greenish gas identified mass spectrometri

cally as C12• There were also significant amounts of HG1 with the G12•

The solution to the problem seemed to be more thorough rinsing of

the samples to remove any NaG1 or NaC10
4

residue. Although carbonate

samples had been rinsed in distilled water prior to the identification

of the contaminating gas, after its identification multiple rinsings

were done. The number of contaminated samples was reduced dramatically

by the new procedure. It was also discovered that some glassware which

had been cleaned with HG1 may not have been properly rinsed. Thorough

rinsing of glassware may also have helped solve the contamination

problem.

The treatment of samples prior to reaction with the orthophosphoric

acid affects their isotopic compositions. The samples are biogenica11y

precipitated calcite and as such contain organic impurities. Fossil

carbonates have little organic content due to bacterial action. The

cultured coccolithophorids are living when harvested and do have

significant amounts of organic material associated with the carbonate

shell. At least three methods of pre-treatment for removal of organic

impurities are currently used: (1) roasting in flowing helium (Epstein

et a1., 1953), (2) roasting in vacuo (Naydin et a1., 1956), (3) digest

ing with sodium hypochlorite solution (Ch1orox) (Lowenstam and Epstein,

1957). The exact experimental conditions for any of the treatment

methods vary from laboratory to laboratory.

The treatment used affects the measured isotopic composition of

the sample. It has been shown in other laboratories that although

there is a difference between the measured isotopic compositions of
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untreated and roasted samples, there is usually no difference between

the compositions of those roasted in He and those roasted in vacuo

(Epstein et al., 1953; Naydin et al., 1957; Emiliani, 1966a; Mook,

1971). There are also differences between the compositions of roasted

samples and those treated with sodium hypochlorite (Emiliani, 1966a;

Douglas and Savin, 1971; Walsh, 1975). These variations in measured

isotopic composition can be caused by fractionation of the carbonate

during decomposition to CO2 and CaO, inclusion of CO2 from organic

compounds, exchange of oxygen in organic compounds or CO2 with the

carbonate, or inclusion of hydrocarbons in the mass 44 to 46 range.

MOok (1971) ruled out fractionation of the carbonate by roasting at

temperatures below 475°C; however, any of the other factors may produce

the observed results. Moreover, Shackleton (1973) cites evidence that

much of the variation found by Emiliani (1966a) is due to a variable

standard rather than real differences between the treatments.

The carbonate samples analyzed in this work are all low magnesium

calcites (Dudley, 1976). Because the constant temperature bath is

easier to maintain at 30°C and because the reaction rate is faster,

samples processed between February 1975 and November 1975 were reacted

at that temperature rather than at the usual 25°C. (The constant

temperature bath was returned to 25°C to allow the equilibration of

water samples with CO2 at that temperature.)

The initial carbonate samples analyzed for this work were

calcareous nannofossils from cores at DSDP sites 277, 279 and 281.

Relatively pure but polyspecific nannofossil fractions consisting of

isolated coccoliths, coccospheres and discoasters were separated from

the fraction of samples <44~m by using short centrifuge techniques
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(McIntyre et al., 1967). Since the concentration of organic impurities

was low, the samples were handled according to a standard method for

fossil foraminifera (Shackleton and Kennett, 1975a). That is, the

samples were roasted in vacuo at a temperature of 450°C for thirty

minutes. The particle size of the samples was much less than 44~ so

there was no problem with grain size effects. The reaction of the

samples was done at 25°C (±O.lO) in a constant temperature water bath.

Using the reaction rate data of Walters et al. (1972) the samples may

have been completely reacted in one hour. In all cases the samples

were reacted for at least sixteen hours to insure a complete reaction.

All the necessary fractionation factors and corrections are

automatically applied to the raw data during processing by the computer.

So the B values for the isotopic composition of the carbonates are fully

corrected and reported relative to the PDB isotope standard (Craig,

1957). Duplicate preparations and reactions could be performed with a

precision of O.~ or better.

Isotopic Analysis of Cultured Coccoliths

The analysis of the calcareous shields of cultured coccolitho-

phorids posed additional problems. There is a significant amount of

organic carbon included with the carbonate of these samples so the

organic removal treatment step is critical. The first cultured cocco-

lithophorid samples analyzed were treated by roasting in~ at 450°C

for thirty minutes and the results of the analyses were disappointing.

Most of the samples were contaminated; the ones that were not contami-

nated gave inconsistent isotopic results.

The search for an improved organic removal technique was conducted
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jointly with Dudley (1976) who cultured the specimens for isotopic

analysis. Dudley significantly reduced the organic and NaC1 contami

nation of the samples by repeated rinsing and centrifuging in distilled

water. The resulting carbonate samples were, however, increasingly

smaller. This improved rinsing technique was probably the most

important single improvement in the sample treatment.

At the same time experiments were conducted to test the efficiency

and effect on the carbonate of several possible methods for removal of

organic impurities. The methods tested were: (1) no treatment,

(2) vacuum roasting, (3) ultraviolet oxidation, (4) low temperature

ozone oxidation, (5) peroxide oxidation, (6) heating in a muffle

furnace. Digestion with sodium hypochlorite was not tested because it

had already been identified as a source of contamination.

The experimental design (summarized in Fig. 2) was as follows.

Approximately 5 gm of reagent grade calcium carbonate was homogenized,

then divided into three parts. Approximately 2.5 gm was dried in an

oven at 100°C (no organic portion), approximately 1.5 gm was mixed with

an aqueous suspension of non-calcareous marine algae (organic portion);

the remainder was saved for future use. The portions were then

subjected to the organic removal treatments and analyzed isotopically.

The carbonate-algae mixtures were thought to closely approximate

the cultured coccoliths. The 10% organic content of the mixtures was

similar to that of the cultured coccoliths before the improved rinsing

technique. The carbonate-algae suspension was simultaneously stirred

and air-dried to get as uniform a mixture as possible. After air

drying the mixture was dried at 100°C in an oven.

The roasting procedure was slightly modified for these experiments.
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Figure 2. Schematic plan of organic removal experiments. See text for
explanation of experimental conditions for each treatment
method. The 5180 and 5l 3C are the average values for
replicate analyses.
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The temperature for roasting was lowered to 420°C to insure that the

carbonate did not decompose (Hirota and Szyper, 1975). The pyrometer

used in monitoring the temperature was reca1ibrated and was found to

indicate about 20°C too low, so temperatures of earlier experiments may

have been as high as 470°C. In earlier work the sample system was

evacuated using a mechanical pump, but for these experiments a mercury

diffusion pump was also used while cooling. The time including cooling

was increased to sixty minutes.

The low temperature ozone oxidations were done using a Perkin

Elmer low temperature RF reactor. The ozone plasma was generated

according to standard procedures outlined in the instruction manual.

Carbonate samples were subjected to the ozone treatment for two hours.

At the end of two hours the sample boats had reached a temperature of

approximately 120°C, indicating that some induction heating by the radio

frequency generator had taken place. The "organic" samples were

noticeably charred, indicating that the organics had been oxidized.

The samples treated in a muffle furnace were heated for one hour

at 300°C under normal atmosphere. These conditions were chosen to test

the effect of temperature on the efficiency of organic removal and to

test the effect of an oxidizing environment while heating.

The samples treated with hydrogen peroxide were digested at room

temperature, overnight in a 30% solution of H
20 Z-

The solution was

then evaporated to dryness at 80°C. There was no noticeable change of

color in the samples so treated.

The samples subjected to ultraviolet radiation were irradiated in

a water slurry for two hours at a distance of approximately Z cm from a

1000 watt ultraviolet light. The samples were then evaporated to
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dryness at 80°C. Although no charring was evident the green color of

the "organic sample" was less intense following the treatment.

After undergoing one of the above treatments, replicate 20 to 25

mg aliquots were reacted with orthophosphoric acid for isotopic

analysis. In addition replicate 20 to 25 mg samples of the "organic"

portion that had been subjected to treatments (3)-(6) were also roasted

in vacuo prior to isotopic analysis.

The results of the organic removal experiment are summarized in

Table 4. Both 8l 3C and 8180 data are shown with the standard deviation

(range if only 2 samples) of the replicate analyses indicated.

The oxygen isotopic composition of the reagent grade calcium

carbonate does appear to slightly be affected by the treatments tested.

The average of all analyses for 8180 of the treated calcium carbonate

is O.l~ lower than the average for the analyses of the calcium

carbonate with no treatment (Table 4a). Since two standard deviations

are approximately O.~ for triplicate analyses, this difference is only

18
marginally significant. All treatment methods cause the measured f> 0

to decrease. The largest difference was caused by roasting; the

smallest by heating in the muffle furnace.

The effect on the carbon isotopic composition appears less

consistent than the effect on the oxygen isotopic composition. The

average of all analyses for 8l 3c of the treated calcium carbonate is

only O.O~ different from the average of the analyses of the carbonate

with no treatment. However, ultraviolet oxidation causes a large

positive deviation while heating in a muffle furnace causes a large

negative deviation.

The results for samples that had organic matter added to them are
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TABLE 4

Summary of Organic Removal Experiments--Calcite

18 13 PDB5 °vs. PDB 5 C vs.

A. CaC03 (reagent grade)

No treatment (3) -20.78 ± .02 -9.60 ± .04

Roast (2) -21.00 ± .06 -9.67 ± .01

u.v. (2) -20.87 ± .10 -9.45 ± .06

R.f. (3) -20.96 ± .04 -9.70 ± .05

H202 (3) -20.90 ± .03 -9.56 ± .05

Muffle (2) -20.79 ± .01 -9.74 ± .12

Average of Treated Samples -20.90 ± .09 -9.62 ± .11

B. CaC03 + Organics

No treatment (4) -20.77 ± .07 -9.56 ± .07

Roast (2) -20.91 ± .08 -9.57 ± .10

U.V. (3) -20.91 ± .01 -9.61 ± .03

u.v. + roast (3) -20.90 ± .10 -9.62 ± .01

R.f. (2) -20.85 ± .09 -9.67 ± .04

a.r , + roast (3) -20.95 ± .10 -9.78 ± .11

Hz°2 (3) -20.86 ± .10 -9.56 ± .05

H202 + roast (3) -20.93 ± .06 -9.63 ± .05

Muffle (3) -20.78 ± .05 -9.59 ± .07

Muffle + roast (2) -20.86 ± .02 -9.63 ± .01

Average of Treated Samples -20.88 ± .06 -9.63 ± .07
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similar to the results for samples of reagent calcium carbonate (Table

184b). The average 5 ° of untreated CaC03 did not change with addition

18of organic matter. The overall average 5 ° of the treated CaC03 also

did not change with addition of organic matter. Once again, heating in

18
the muffle furnace caused the smallest change in the measured S ° of

the calcium carbonate. Roasting did not cause as great a change in the

18measured S ° of the samples with organic material as it did for

samples without organic material. However, roasting after low temper-

ature ozone oxidation, peroxide oxidation, or heating in the muffle

furnace caused a further decrease in the measured 5180 of the calcium

carbonate. 13The average of the measured 5 C for all treated samples

which had organic material added to them is O.O~ different than the

average for all treated samples without organic material. The average

measured S13C of "no treatment" samples is only slightly (O.04%.) lower

for the set with organic material added compared with the pure calcium

carbonate. Only low temperature ozone oxidation of samples with

organic material caused the measured S13C to deviate significantly from

the average value.

These experiments indicate that the differences in the measured

5
18

0 of samples subjected to different treatment procedures are due to

changes in the isotopic composition of the calcium carbonates as well

as to effects of the organic material. The treatments tend to decrease

the measured S180 to different extents while effects from the organic

material are in the opposite direction.

13There is no systematic pattern of change in the 5 C of the

calcium carbonate with the method of" sample treatment. The presence of

13
organic material does not cause a consistent change in the measured 5 C
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of the calcium carbonate.

Although there are differences, the standard deviations of the

replicate analyses indicate that any of the methods can give reproduc-

ible results. But the accuracy of the measured isotopic composition

depends on the method chosen. Recognizing that small systematic errors

may be introduced into the results, it is necessary to select a

standard treatment method and use it for all samples.

After the experiments with reagent grade calcium carbonate, two

treatment methods, vacuum roasting and heating in a muffle furnace, were

selected for further tests. Vacuum roasting was selected because:

(1) the laboratory was equipped to routinely use that method, (2)

sediment samples from DSDP site 281 had already been treated by that

method, and (3) it was the standard method of several other laborato-

ries. Heating in the muffle furnace was selected because: (1) the

technique could easily be adopted as a routine method, and (2) the

measured S180 of the calcium carbonate was affected the least by this

method.

In further experiments, replicate samples of sedimentary nanno-

fossils from DSDP site 284 and of cultured coccoliths were subjected

to the two treatment methods. The results are summarized in Table 5.

18 13The treatments cause the measured S 0 and S C values of the

sample from DSDP site 284 to differ by O.1Y~. A difference of this

magnitude is consistent with the results obtained with reagent grade

calcium carbonate; however, unlike the reagent calcium carbonate

experiment, the measured S180 for roasted samples was lower than the

S180 for samples heated in the muffle furnace.

The measured S13C of the cultured coccolithophorid sample shows- the



TABLE 5

Summary of Organic Removal Experiments--Cocco1iths

18 13 PDBS 0 vs. PDB S C vs.

A. 284 6-1

Roast (3) 1.76 ± .05 0.97 ± .10

Muffle (3) 1.66 ± .02 0.88 ± .09

B. Cultured Coccolith 215

Roast (3) -5.96 ± .07 19.08 ± .02

Muffle (3) -6.51 ± .16 18.98 ± .12

38
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same D.~ difference between samples treated differently. But the

measured 8180 is more than D.5%. different between samples subjected to

the different treatment methods. The standard deviation of repli,cate

samples subjected to heating in the muffle furnace was D.l6%. compared

to D.D7r~ for roasted samples.

18The reason that the measured 8 0 of the cultured coccolith

samples subjected to different treatment methods showed the greatest

difference is probably that the organic material is distributed

differently in the cultured coccoliths than in the other samples. The

cultured coccoliths are intimately associated with an organic matrix

that is not easily removed. The sedimentary nannofossils have been

cleaned by bacterial action over geological time so the percentage of

organic material is low. The reagent calcium carbonate has only a

surface coating of organic material. The large standard deviation of

18the measured 8 0 for cultured coccolith samples heated at 3DDoC in the

muffle furnace is caused by incomplete and thus non-reproducible

oxidation of the hard to remove organic matrix.

Thus, although vacuum roasting may affect the isotopic composition

of the calcium carbonate more than heating in a muffle furnace, vacuum

roasting is more efficient at removing the organic matrix. Vacuum

roasting was selected as the standard method for removal of organic

material from cultured coccolith samples. The precision (±D.1J~) found

in this experiment is considered to be the total analytical precision

for samples analyzed using the adopted procedure.

Isotopic Analysis of Fossil Foraminifera

The calcium carbonate shells of foraminifera from Recent sediments
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were also analyzed. These were handled according to the procedure of

Douglas and Savin (1971). That is, they were lightly crushed, then

ultrasonically cleaned to separate nannofossils from the foraminifera

fragments. The light crushing made fragments smaller than lOO~ in size,

so that grain size effects in the acid extraction procedure should not

influence the results. The foraminifera fragments were then roasted and

reacted according to our standard procedures.

Isotopic Analysis of H20 Samples

The isotopic composition of CO2 in ~quilibrium with water is

determined by the isotopic composition of the water and the value of

the fractionation factor at the temperature of equilibration. Thus,

the isotopic composition of the water can be determined by equilibrating

CO2 with the water and measuring the isotopic composition of the CO2 gas

(Epstein and Mayeda, 1953).

Our experimental procedure follows. A 5 ml aliquot of water is

pipetted into a Wittenberg flask and 2 to 3 drops of orthophosphoric

acid are added to lower the pH below 4. The water is frozen using a

dry ice-isopropyl alcohol slush, and the flask is evacuated. The water

is thawed to allow the dissolved gases, especially CO2, to effervate

into the evacuated space, then frozen again. These gases are pumped

away and 34.5 cc (STP) of CO2 are transferred into the evacuated flask.

The water and CO2 are allowed to equilibrate for 3 days before an

aliquot of CO2 is extracted for isotopic analysis.

The 5 m1 aliquot of water represents a large molar excess when

compared to 34.5 cc (STP) of gaseous CO
2

(.28 moles vs•• 0015 moles).

However, the excess is not infinite so the isotopic composition of the
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water will be changed slightly at equilibrium. A correction for this

"mass balance" effect is made according to Craig (1957) using

aC02/H20 = 1.04075. The original isotopic composition of the tank CO2

was monitored over the time during which this research was completed.

The 5
180 of the CO2 relative to the machine standards is -30.57±0.3~

for five analyses. Variation of this magnitude in the isotopic

composition of the tank CO2 has no significant effect on the magnitude

of the correction.

The isotopic composition of water is generally reported relative

to SMOW (Standard Mean Ocean Water). Since the working standard is the

CO2 evolved from a carbonate, a change of standards is necessary.

Because of the uncertainty of a the difference between theCO2/H20
isotopic composition of a water sample and a solid carbonate cannot be

accurately calculated. However, since Craig (1965) measured

~DB-C02/RSMOW-C02= 1.00020 and the 5 value of the working standard

relative to PDB is known, it is possible to convert from a standard CO2

that was evolved from a solid carbonate to a standard CO2 that was

equilibrated with SMOW. Because the fractionation factor is a ratio,

the 5180 difference between the CO2 equilibrated with different water

18samples is the same as the 5 ° differences between the water samples

themselves. Thus, it is possible to calculate the variations of water

samples relative to SMOW in a manner that is precise and nearly

independent of aC02/H2o.

The precision of the method was checked by analyzing duplicate

water samples (D. Tom, personal communication). Four pairs of analyses

had a range of ±0.05~ from the average. This value is taken as our

laboratory precision for this procedure:
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Isotopic Analysis of Dissolved Inorganic Carbon

The isotopic composition of the dissolved inorganic carbon (~C02)

in water was measured as described below. Although the inorganic

system is comprised of CO2(aq), H2C03,
HCO;, and co; species it is not

experimentally possible to measure the isotopic composition of one

species. However, by adjusting to pH < 4 with acid, the species will

be quantitatively converted to CO2(aq) which can be removed from

solution. The extraction of the COZ must be quantitative or the carbon

isotopes may be seriously fractionated.

The isotopic composition of the ~C02 of the waters from the cocco-

lithophorid culturing media were determined. Prior to use in a

culturing medium the water was filtered through a O.3~ filter under NZ

pressure. After harvesting the coccoliths the water was again filtered

through a O.3~ filter. Aliquots of the water before and after were

stored in the dark and most were also stored in a refrigerator at

approximately 10°C.

The filtering and storage steps were taken to eliminate biological

activity that could affect the isotopic composition of the ~C02' Deuser

and Hunt (1969) added solid HgC12 to poison the water while Kroopnick

et al. (197Z) found that a saturated solution of HgC12 was more

effective for long-term storage. Since the media samples were not

poisoned, there is the possibility that bacterial activity was not

eliminated and the results of the ~COZ analyses (see "Results")

indicate that bacterial decay of isotopically depleted organic

compounds to COZ did take place.

The procedure for rapid removal of the ~C02 by vacuum extraction

was first described by Deuser and Hunt (1969). However, the ~OZ can
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be more effectively removed by vacuum stripping (purging with flowing

gas) as described by Kroopnick (1971). The actual system used is

described in detail by Kroopnick (1974b). A NZ flow rate of 50 ml min-l

(STP) for 15 minutes was used. The sample size is normally 50 ml but

occasionally samples as small as 25 ml have been stripped. The smaller

samples were not introduced through the pipette; instead they were

entered directly into the stripper through the syringe injection port.

The CO2 is usually analyzed mass spectrometrically for l3c only.

The 170 abundance correction for seawater samples is made automatically

in the computer program assuming that the temperature of the stripping

is known and that the CO2 is in oxygen isotopic equilibrium with the

water. This calculation uses the equation of Bottinga and Craig

(1969). However, the samples analyzed for this work were stored at 10°C

and the temperature increased during the course of the stripping. The

oxygen isotopic composition of these samples was uncertain since the

stripping process removes the ~C02 too rapidly for isotopic equilibrium

to be maintained as the temperature changes. Therefore, all samples

13 18were analyzed for both & C and & 0.

The results of the ~C02 analyses are reported relative to the PDB

standard. Although most of the samples analyzed in this study were too

small for duplicate analyses, the precision of the stripping system in

our laboratory has been measured for other samples. Dennis Tom

(personal communication) analyzing GEOSECS samples reported that a

precision of ±O.05~ (1 0) is obtainable for replicate stripping and

mass spectral analyses. This value is the best available estimate of

the laboratory precision for this technique.
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RESULTS

Cultured Coccoliths

The growth conditions and isotopic composition of the calcium

carbonate shells of the three species of coccolithophorids grown in

culture are summarized in Table 6. 18The 5 0 of the water of the

culture media and 513C of the total dissolved inorganic caLbon (~C02)

in the growth media are also summarized in Table 6. The ~C02 samples

were taken after harvesting the coccolithophorids and reflect varying

degrees of bacterial oxidation. For ten samples of ~. carterae and

two samples of ~. neohe1is, the water and ~02 were analyzed before and

18after use in culture media (see Table 7). Some of the 5 0 and growth

media data were previously discussed by Dudley (1976).

The S13C values of the carbonate of all three species of cocco-

1ithophorids show no simple pattern for variation. C. carterae was

d h id f d · · d· 'l:
13C ..grown un er t e west range 0 con 1t10ns, an 1ts u var1at10ns

will be discussed in the most detail. Dudley (1976) found that

temperature, illumination and aeration affected the oxygen isotopic

composition of the coccoliths. Salinity, agitation and light

periodicity had no apparent effect. The parameters that affect the 5180

13might also be expected to affect the 5 C of the coccoliths, and the

variations of both will be considered next.

C. carterae

The most obvious feature of the carbonate 513C data for C. carterae

is the presence of two distinct groups of values. That is, the 513c

values for C. carterae grown at 24.7°C or above as well as one culture

grown at 22.5°C are greater than l~, while the values for all other



TABLE 6

Isotopic and Growth Parameter Data for Cultured Coccoliths and Associated Growth Media

Sample Temperature Growth Conditions* S180-CaCO S13C-CaCO S180_H 0 S13C-:ECO3 3 vs. SM3w 2
No. (OC) VS. PDB VS. PDB vs. PDB

C. cartera~

179 8.0 h, c , a -3.11 2.87 --- -14.99

138 8.1 h, c, a -2.46 6.80 -0.46 -15.75

165 9.3 1, c , a -2.87 4.27 -0.26 -20.42

142 9.5 h, c, a -3.88 3.12 -0.33

167 9.9 h, c, a -3.43 2.60 0.0

180 10.0 h, c, a -5.51 -0.77 --- -12.64

331 12.1 1, c, a 0.26 4.40 -0.11 -11. 77

346 13.3 1, c, a -1.66 4.93 -0.34 -10.84

388 13.4 1, c, a -3.09 5.47 0.60 -17.24

383 13.5 1, c , a -2.95 7.00 -0.69 -14.63

365 13.6 1, c , a -3.19 4.11 0.05 - 9.66

389 14.4 1, c, a -4.12 5.95 -0.35 -13 .98

362 14.6 1, c, a -3.79 3.55 -0.07 -16.06 .po.
lit



TABLE 6 (Continued)

Isotopic and Growth Parameter Data for Cultured Coccoliths and Associated Growth Media

Sample Temperature Growth Conditions* a18o- caco a13C- CaCO a18o- H2O a13C- 1:CO3 3 2No. (OC) vs. PDB VS. PDB VS. SMOW VS. PDB

403 14.9 1, d, a -4.12 -0.09 -0.06 - 8.47

390 15.7 h, c, a -5.25 6.28 -0.71 - 8.47

429 16.0 1, d, a -2.36 5.61 -1. 71 -12.50

407 16.8 1, c, b -2.52 5.69 -0.37 -11. 22

400 16.8 h , d, a -6.25 -5.33 0.33 -16.91

184 17.2 1, c, a -3.93 5.27 -0.57 -14.30

409 17 .5 1, c, a -5.69 0.07 0.02 -20.14

145 17.7 h, c, a -6.10 2.83 0.08 -17.18

423 18.0 h, d, b -4.08 1.19 -1.44 - 9.21

178 18.4 1, c, a -5.69 2.79 -0.50 -15.32

406 18.4 h, c, b -8.43 2.33 -0.58 -15.70

159 18.9 1, c , a -5.26 5.86 -0.52 -27.71

408 19.4 h, c, a -6.17 -2.29 -0.38 -19.34

360 20.3 h, c, a -3.46 -0.15 0.10 -21.31 ~
0\



TABLE 6 (Continued)

Isotopic and Growth Parameter Data for Cultured Coccoliths and Associated Growth Media

Sample Temperature Growth Conditions* S180-CaCO S13C-CaCO S180_H 0 S13C_~O
3 3 vs. 5MbW 2No. (OC) vs. PDB VB. PDB vs , PDB

C. neohe1is

371 20.9 1, d, a -2.04 -2.22 0.21 -15.02

441 21.0 h, c, a -2.58 0.38 -0.02 - 7.48

384 21.9 1, d, a -2.51 -1. 73 0.21 -16.68

442 22.0 h, c, a -3.47 0.88 -0.13 -10.15

414 23.4 1, c, a -3.97 4.99 -0.13 -12.15

387 24.7 1, c , a -5.22 -0.77 0.07 -20.87

E. hux1eyi

160 8.8 1, c, a 1.23 -1.17 -0.17 -15.27

132 9.0 1, c, a 3.33 0.03 -0.16

243 10.0 1, c, a -0.38 -0.47 -0.88 -14.92

131 10.2 1, c, a 2.30 -2.96 -2.09 - 3.63

Hl2 12.0 1, c, a 2.18 -2.68 0.94

*h = high light intensity c = constant illumination a = agitated ~

1 = low light intensity c = day/night cycle b = aerated (bubbled) "'-J
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cultures of C. carterae and the two other species fall in the range of

5% t +~% Ad· d . ... .d . h ~180 d-.. 0 1100. correspon ang 1V1S10n 1S not eV1 ent an t e u ata.

These "high-temperature" .£. carterae cultures were all grown under

constant (24-hour) high illumination. Cultures grown below 22.0°C

under constant high illumination did not have high 8l 3c values.

Cultures grown under high illumination with a l2-hour light/dark cycle

at temperatures up to 23.0°C also did not have high 8l 3c va+ues. The

13high 8 C values were found for cultures that were aerated as well as

those which were agitated when grown at temperatures above 24.5°C.

Culture #88 was grown at a nominal room temperature of 22.5°C; however,

variations in room temperature caused it occasionally to warm above

Thus, coccoliths that are produced at high temperature and constant

illumination have anomalously high 813c values. Since the highest

temperature for a culture grown with constant low illumination is

l8.goC, our data do not prove that high illumination is also a require

ment for producing the anomalous 813C values. The values are considered

anomalous since 8l 3c values measured on sedimentary foraminifera and

nannofossils are usually in the range of ±5~ on the PDB scale.

It should be noted that the dissolved inorganic carbon has large

negative 8l 3C values. As mentioned in the introduction, the 8l3C-~C02

for seawater is usually ~ to +~ on the PDB scale. The lower

8l3C-~C02 of the growth media is caused by an influx of CO2 depleted in

13C by bacterial oxidation of photosynthetically fixed carbon. This

could have occurred during storage or during culturing.

Bacterial oxidation did occur during culturing, but after the end

of the logarithmic growth phase of the coccolithophorids. The cultures
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were sterilized prior to inoculation, and bacteria are much less effi-

cient than the coccolithophorids. Differences in the extent of re-

oxidation of the organic carbon causes the wide variability in the

8l3C-~C02·

Bacterial oxidation may also have occurred during storage.

Although the samples of culture media were filtered through a O.45~m

filter and stored at 8°C, bacterial action was not completely e1imi-

nated. The extent of recycling of organic carbon during storage also

affects the 8l3C-~C02.

13Changes in 8 C-~C02 thus occur after the coccoliths are precip-

13Finding and using an average 8 C-~C02 must, therefore, be

done with caution. Fractionations between the coccoliths and inorganic

carbon will also be tenuous. Since no significant correlations can be

13made without an average 8 C-~02 value, an approximate average is

13better than the uncorrected 8 C-~C02 value.

For ten C. carterae samples the media 8180-H
20 and 8l3C-~C02 were

measured before as well as after culturing. The before and after

values are displayed in Table 7 which shows that there were differences

between the original media as well as changes during culturing. The

changes in 8180-H
20

were caused by evaporation (increases 8180) or

addition of water vapor (decreases 8180) according to Dudley (1976).

The changes in 813C-~C02 are caused by photosynthetic fractionation of

the inorganic carbon reservoir. In the discussion that follows, a

18 13corrected 80-H20 and corrected 8 C-~C02 will be represented by the

18 13average value during culturing, 80-H20 or 8 C-~C02.

For discussion purposes the C. carterae data can be considered in

four groups. The groups will be: (1) all data, (2) high illumination



TABLE 7

Media Isotopic Changes

18 13
Sample SO-H20 vs. SMOW 5 C-~C02 vs. PDB

No. Before After Ii Before After Ii-

346 -0.52 -0.34 0.19 -5.55 -11. 77 - 6.22

365 -0.53 0.05 0.58 -5.55 -14.63 - 9.08

400 -0.46 0.33 0.79 3.37 -16.91 -20.28

407 -0.35 -0.37 0.02 1.46 -11.22 -12.68

409 -0.35 -0.02 0.37 1.46 -20.14 -21.60

406 -0.35 -0.58 -0.23 1.46 -15.70 -17.16

349 -0.53 -0.17 0.36 -5.55 -13.28 - 7.73

350 -0.53 -0.07 0.46 -5.55 -18.78 -13.23

363 -0.41 0.19 0.72 -5.55 -12.14 - 6.59

393 - -0.26 0.15 -3.61 - 2.16 1.00

441 - - - -1.36 - 7.48 - 6.12

442 - - -1.36 -10.15 - 8.79

VI
o
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data, (3) low illumination data, and (4) high 8l 3C data. The media

samples isotopically analyzed before and after include 5 high illumina

tion, 4 low illumination and 1 high 8
l 3c value.

Using the average values a relationship between temperature

(t, °C) and the fractionation of a13c between the carbonate and the

13 13inorganic carbon (a C-CaC03-a C-~COZ) can be computed (see Table 8).

When this is done, the correlation between t and 8
l 3c for the low

illumination group becomes r = -0.98 (n = 4) with a slope of -l.~/oC

for the regression line. The high illumination group has a non-

significant correlation coefficient.

However, the large negative correlation coefficient is based on

only four data points. A relationship calculated using the raw

D D Da C-CaC03 data, that is temperature versus (8 C-CaC03- 8 C-~OZ) for

the low intensity samples, is r = 0.40 (n = 16). Thus, the wide range

in 8l3c-~coZ and the change in 8l3c-~coz during culturing and storage

does not allow a temperature effect to be unambiguously demonstrated

for all of the low illumination samples.

An estimate of the covariance of the a180 and 8
l 3C of the cocco

liths can be made by using the correlation between (8l80-cac03-a180-HzO)

13 :Gland (8 C-CaC0
3
- 8 C-~02) (see Table 8). When this is done, the low

illumination samples have a correlation of r = 0.64 (n = 4) compared to

18 13the r = 0.44 using only 5 0-CaC03 and 8 C-CaC03 (n = 16). The high

illumination samples have a correlation of r = 0.01 (n = 5) compared to

. 18 13r = 0.28 (n = 17) us~ng 8 0-CaC03 and 8 C-CaC03•
. 13 13The relationsh~p between the 8 C-CaC03 and 8 C-~C02 for the low

illumination samples is a significant 0.74 (n • 4). The high

illumination samples have a correlation of r = 0.14 (n = 5).



TABLE 8

Corrected Isotope Fractionations--C. carterae

Sample No. Temperature (OC) 5180-CaCO _5180_H 0 13 ~

3 2 B C-CaC03-5 C-~C02

346 13.3 -1.02 13.59

365 13.6 -2.75 14.20

400* 16.8 -5.99 1.44

407 16.8 -1.96 10.57

409 17.5 -5.33 9.41

406* 18.4 -7.76 9.45

349* 20.8 -3.84 6.00

350* 21.9 -3.48 10.54

363* 23.0 -4.03 7.80

393t 24.7 -3.95 31.00

*high light intensity

13tanoma1ous 5 C-CaC03

\JT
N
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C. neohelis

The cultures of Q. neohelis were grown over a narrow temperature

range of ZO.9°C to Z4.7°C. Four of the cultures were grown under low

illumination and two under high illumination. 18The 5 O-HZO and

5l3C-~COZ of the media of only two samples were measured prior to

culturing. 18 13 .Thus, no average 5 O-HZO and 5 C-~C02 compar~sons are

possible, and the only grouping of data is by (1) all data, and (Z) low

illumination. Because of the small data set, the correlation could be

easily biased.

The correlation for the low intensity data is r = 0.97 (n = 4)

18 18. . 13 13when (5 O-CaC03- 5 O-HZO) ~s correlated w~th (5 c-CaC03-5 C-~COZ).

The slope of the regression line is +1.9~/oC compared to a slope of

-l.~/OC for the regression line found for the correlation of

18 ~ 13 1"3
(5 0-CaC03- 5 0-H20) and (8 C-CaC03- 5 C-~OZ) on the Q. carterae

cultures. The difference in the slopes is not significant (p < .05).

The correlation for the low illumination data is r = 0.99 (n = 4)

18 18. . 13 13when (8 0-CaC03- 8 0-H20) ~s correlated w~th (5 C-CaC03- 8 C-~COZ).

This high correlation is to be expected because of the strong temper

ature dependence of both (5l 80- CaCO _5l 80_H 0) and (8 l 3C- CaCO _8l 3C_
3 Z 3

~COZ) of C. neohelis.

E. huxleyi

The cultures of E. huxleyi were grown over the narrow temperature

range of 8.BoC to lZoC at low illumination. Due to the lack of data

13for 5 C-~C02 and the small number of samples, only two correlations

were attempted. The correlation between 5l 3c-cac0
3 and temperature is

r = -0.68 (n = 5). The correlation between 5l 80-caCO and 5l 3C-caCO
3 3

is r = 0.34 (n = 5).
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Recent Nannofossils and Foraminifera

The results of the oxygen and carbon isotopic analyses of Recent

sedimentary nannofossils and foraminifera tests are presented in Tables

9 and 10. In Table 9 the results for each core site are listed

according to increasing B
18a- H20. Temperatures calculated using the

Epstein (personal communication) paleotemperature equation are listed

for the foraminiferal species. For the temperature calculation the

18B a-H20 was estimated from Craig and Gordon (1965). In Table 10 the

13results are listed according to decreasing ~ C. The latitude, depth

of water above the core, and estimated yearly and summer temperatures

are also given.

The foraminifera were examined microscopically and were considered

Recent if a modern fauna was observed. Similarly, the nannofossils were

examined with a scanning electron microscope and considered Recent if

only modern species were observed. In this context, Recent means up to

several thousand years old, due to the presence of a layer of mixed

sediment at the sediment-water interface (Berger and Heath, 1968; Peng

et a1., 1976). Samples containing a large proportion of fossils older

than about 12,000 years are expected to give isotopic temperatures as

much as SoC colder than present day temperatures. However, the shal10'i

dwelling planktonic foraminifera from the Recent samples give isotopic

temperatures as warm or warme= than present summer surface water tem-

peratures. This indicates that they grew under conditions similar to

those present today.

The isotopic rankings for the foraminifera species are consistent

with rankings of other authors (Savin and Douglas, 1973; Emiliani,

1971b; Berger, 1969; Lidz et al., 1968). G. sacculifer and G. ruber



TABLE 9

Recent Foraminifera and Nannofossils Ranked According to 5180- cac0
3
t

Eastern Equatorial Pacific

KK 71-185

1 05°56' 5, 106°58'W
229SSm
'24.0,' 25. 5°C
G. sacculifer5-2.9l628.7

G. ruber -2.41 26.3
~annofossils -2.09
Q. menardii -0.94 19.5

KK 71-173

10°45'5, 109°41'W
3410m
24.0, 2S.S oC

G. saccu1ifer -2.13 25.0
G. ruber -1.75 23.2
G. ;enardii -0.78 18.9
nannofossils 0.0

KK 71-104

12°05'5, 110037'W

3087m
24.0, 2S.SoC

G. sacculifer -3.57 32.1
G. ruber -3.25 30.5
~annofossi1s -3.24
G. menardii -0.27 16.8

KK 71-144

12°15'5, 93°47'
3737m
23.0, 2S.0°C
nannofoasila -1.01 --

KK 71 GC-2

12°29'5, 77°J6'W
632m
20.0. 22.S oC

nannofossils 0.78
Uvigerina 2.16 7.9
f. wullerstorfii 2.17 7.0

KK 71-84

-3.48 31.6
-2.75 28.0
-1.48
-0.27 17.0

KK 71-78

-7.71 55.5
-2.77 28.2
-0.10 16.1

0.97 --

H 70 9-1

176°S9'E14°41'5,
2870m
28.0, 28.S oc

26.9 *G. menardii -5.62 43.2
26.9 G. saccu1ifer -3.59 32.3

G. ruber -3.01 29.4
nannofossils -1.10 -

KK 71-76

lS6°01'E22°14'5,
1606m
24.0, 26.0°C
G. ruber -2.50
G. ~lifer -2.49
nannofossils -1.01
G. menardii -0.21 16.7
benthics 2.42 7.0

KK 71-92

21°51'5, 177°03'E
3972m
24.5, 26.S"C
G. ruber -2.61 27.5
G. ~lifer -2.15 25.3
~annofossils -0.36 --
benthics 2.05 8.3

15°28'5, lSl°21'E
1959m
26.5, 28.S oC

*G. sscculifer
G. ruber
G. menardii
~annofossils

10°38'5, 168°46'E
3S6Sm
28.0, 28.S oC

G. ruber
G. ~lifer
nannofossils
Q. menardii

caroline Basin-Fiji

KK 71-25

00°59'5, 161°02'E
3194m

*~~'~~c~~i~;~r -7.65 55.0
nannofossils -2.36 -
Q. menardii -1.26 21.1
benthics 2.48 6.8

caribbean

fR 149-21

16°45'N, 83°S9'W
1638m
27.5, 28.S oC

nannofossils -0.75 --

fR 126-23

20029'N, 9S037'W

2410m
26.0, 28.0°C
nannofossils -1.93
Q. menardii -0.51 18.1

Mediterranean

!!UlJ~

38°35'N, 03°09'w
2600m
18.0, 23.0°C
nannofossils -1.37

South Pacific

~

48°19'5, 96°28'W
4540m
8.0, 9.0°C
G. bu110ides 2.11 7.1
~annofossi1s 2.94

Atlantic

fR 121-21

38°10'N, 22°10'W
4500m
18.0, 21,SoC
G. ruber -1.10 21.2
nannofossils 0.11 --

tIsotopic temperatures (calculated using the Epstein equation and an estimated 5 ) are also listed for the foraminifera.
*Unreliab1e value due to experimental problems. W
ILocation.
2Bottom depth.
'Average yearly temperature (OC).
'Average summer temperature (DC).
55 1 80_caCO, .
'Isotopic temperature ("C).

lJ1
lJ1



TABLE 10

Recent Foraminifera and Nannofossils Ranked Accordibg to 613c-Cac0
3

Eastern Equatorial Pacific

KK 71-18S

10S"S6'5, 106"58'W
229S5m

G. menardii '1.80
G. ruber 1.06
G. ~lifer .30
nannofossils .08

KK 71-173

10"45'5. 109"41'W
3410m
G. menardii 2.02
G. ruber 0.75
G. ~lifer 0.13
nannofossila -2.48

KK 71-104

12°05'5, 110"37'W
3087m
G. menardii 2.04
G. saccu1ifer 1.44
G. ruber - .85
nan~si1s -2.07

KK 71-144

12"15'5, 93"47'W
3737m
nannofossils -1.01

KK 71 GC-2

12°29'5, 77°36'W
632m
Uvigerina -.70
P. wu1lerstorfii -.78
nannofossils -.86

KK 71-92

1.25
0.23

.11
- .04

KK 71-76

1.36
0.90
0.62
0.46

-2.5S

1.54
0.87
0.79

-O.lS

H 70 9-1

14°41'8. 176°S9'E
2870m

*G. menardii
G. ruber
nannofoss11s
Q. sacculifer

22°14'8. lS6°01'E
1606m
G. menardii
nannofossils
benthics
G. sacculifer
Q. ruber

21°S1'5, 177"03'E
3972m
G. sacculifer
G. ruber
nannofossila
benthics

KK7~M

lS028'5. lS1"21'E
19S9m
G. menardii 1.60

*G. sacculifer 1.10
G. ruber 1.07
nan~sils -1.S6

KK 71-84

10°38'5. 168°46'E
3565m
G. saccu1ifer 1.72
G. menardii 1.22
G. ruber 1.01
nannofossils 0.S4

Caroline Basin-Fiji

KK 71-2S
000S9'5, lo1°02'E
3l94m
G. menardii 1.44
nannofossils 0.14
benthics - .40

*Q. sacculifer -9.26

Caribbean

TR 149-21

lo"4S'N, 83°S9'W
1638m
nannofossils 2.71

TR 126-23

20029'N. 9S037'W
2410m
G. menardii 1.39
nannofossils 0.3S

Mediterranean

TR 17i-5

38°3S'N, 03°09'W
2600m
nannofossils - .73

South Pacific

DM 995

48°19'5. 96"28'W
4S4Om
nannofossils - .11
Q. bulloides - .26

Atlantic

TR 121-21

38°l0'N. 22°10'W
4S0Om
G. ruber 1.22
naniiii'f'O'Bsils -.OS

Alsotopic temperature for this sample was anomalously high (Table 9).
lLocation.
2Bottom depth.
'5 lSC- CaCO, .

lJl
C!'
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consistently gave the warmest isotopic temperatures. G. saccu1ifer

gave slightly warmer temperatures in the eastern equatorial Pacific,

and G. ruber gave slightly warmer temperatures in the Caroline Basin.

As expected, G. menardii gave isotopic temperatures 6°C to 12°C colder

than the shallower dwelling species.

It should also be noted that three foraminifera samples gave

anomalously high calculated temperatures (t > 40°C). The reason for

this is not known, however, in only one case (KK71-25, Q. saccu1ifer)

13was the 5 C value also anomalous.

Isotopic temperatures should not be calculated for the calcareous

nannofossils using the Epstein et a1. (1953) equation (Dudley, 1976;

Lindroth et a1., 1976). The temperature of coccolith precipitation is

expected to be nearly as warm as the shallowest dwelling foraminifera.

Figure 3 is a plot of the nannofossil (5 - 5 ) versus estimated summerc w

surface water temperature. The curves shown are those of Epstein

(personal communication), Dudley (1976), and Lindroth et al. (1976)

equations. For temperatures in the 8°C to 13°C region, the equations

give comparable results; however, at higher temperatures the differences

are large. It is apparent that none of the equations describes the

variation in (5 - 5 ) for the Recent nannofossils.c w

Following the suggestion of Savin and Douglas (1973) that selective

solution in deep water may affect the isotopic composition of isotop-

ical1y heterogeneous populations, ~t is plotted against water depth in

Figure 4a. The ~t is calculated by subtracting the isotopic temperature

of the nannofossils from the estimated summer surface water temperature.

For comparison purposes only, the isotopic temperature of the nanno-

fossils was calculated using the equation of Epstein et a1. (personal--
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Figure 3. Temperature (OC) versus (Bc - Bw) for Recent nannofossils.
The temperature is the estimated summer average. The lines
represent the equation of Epstein et a1. (1953, revised 1976)
( ), the equation of Lindroth et a1. (1976) (-- --), and
the equation of Dudley (1976) (-----).
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communication). There is no trend between water depth and ~t.

The cultured cocco1ithophorid data suggest that light intensity

may have an important influence on isotopic composition. Since maximum

light intensity is generally related to latitude, ~t is plotted against

latitude in Figure 4b. There is no apparent trend between latitude and

~t.

It should be noted that natural light intensities at 30m depth are

similar to those of the low light intensity nannoplankton culture

experiments, so the lack of an apparent trend is not surprising.

In the oceans, great differences in growth rates are often found,

usually caused by variations in the nutrient availability. Accordingly

the temperature deviation should more likely correspond to the rates of

phytoplankton productivity. The rate of phytoplankton productivity as

measured by amount of carbon fixed per m2 per day (taken from the F.A.O.

Atlas of the Living Resources of the Seas) are compared to the ~t for

the nannofossil samples (see Fig. 4c). There is no overall trend, but

samples from regions of moderate productivity (100-150 mg C/m2/d) do not

have as wide a scatter in ~t as samples from other regions.

The 513C data for the foraminifera from Recent sediments are

similarly hard to correlate with environmental parameters. For every

sample except one, G. menard!i has the highest 5
13C. The two species

G. ruber and G. saccu1ifer that had similar (and warm) isotopic temper

atures do not have similar 513c values. They differ from each other

(except for KK71-78) by more than 0.6~, with neither one consistently

larger than the other.

13The 5 C values for the nannofossils are lower (except for KK71-76)

13than G. menardii, G. ruber, and G. saccu1ifer, but larger than the 5 C
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Figure 4. Deviation between the estimated summer surface temperature
and the isotopic temperature of the nannofossils (calculated
using the revised Epstein equation), ~t, versus (A) depth of
water at core location, (B) latitude of core site and
(C) primary productivity in terms of mg C/m2/d.
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Figure 5. A. Deviation between the estimated surface temperature and
the isotopic temperature of the nannofossils (calculated
using the revised Epstein equation), ~t, versus the
5l 3C-CaC0

3 of the nannofossils.

B. 5l3C-CaC03 of the nannofossils versus primary productiv
ity in terms of mg C/m2/d.
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values for the mixed benthic assemblage. Figure Sa illustrates the

absence of a trend between ~t and S13C• There is no trend between S13C

and productivity (Fig. 5b). Instead, there is a wide scatter of o13C

from regions of similar productivity. There are no anomalously high

S13c values. There is no correlation (r = -0.05, n = 16) between the

S13C and S180 of the calcium carbonate. There is no correlation

(r = 0.11, n = 17) between the S13c and estimated temperature.

Ancient Sediments at DSDP Sites 277, 279, 281, 284

The qualitatively aspects of the S180 variations of nannofossils

and foraminifera as a function of depth at DSDP sites 277, 279 and 281

have been discussed by Margolis et al. (1975). Statistical comparisons

of the S180 and S13C of nannofossils and foraminiferal data from sites

277, 279, 281 and 284 are presented here. The variations of S180 and

S13C of nannofossils or foraminifera with depth in a deep sea core can

be considered as time-series analysis.

To compare the curves of S versus time, an auto- and cross-

correlation function for time-series analysis developed at Oregon State

University (Ted Moore, personal communication) was used. The correla

tion functions are used to look for (1) a cyclical pattern of variation

within a single curve, "auto-correlation", (2) the correlation between

two curves, "cross-correlation", and (3) the correlation between two

curves with time axis off set, "cross-correlation with time lag".

The values generated have properties similar to a ~earson r correlation

coefficient; however, since the data are not from the same population,

the interpretation is used only to infer synchrony of time-series.

There are no significant (r > 0.7) "auto-correlations" or
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"cross-correlations with time lags". So the data presented here show

the cross-correlations between the time-series.

To properly use the function, the data from both time-series must

be sampled at the same regular time interval. The data for nannofossils

and foraminifera from DSDP cores usually do not meet this requirement.

The data was therefore reduced to the same regular sampling interval by

linearly interpolating between adjacent measured values. The interval

at each site was chosen so that the number of resulting data points was

not more than the number in the time-series with the fewest points. The

resulting values are a true time-series only if the sedimentation rate

was constant. This procedure also has the effect of smoothing the

curves and reducing the magnitude of the differences between them.

The original S180 and 013C curves for DSDP sites 277, 279, 281 and

284 are presented in Figures 6-9. The complete data set for the nanno-

fossils is presented in Appendix C. The "cross-correlation" results

are presented in Table 11. For each site three types of "cross-

18
correlations" have been calculated: (1) between the nannofossil 0 0

time-series and each foraminiferal 0180 time-series, (2) between the

f 01 £13C 0 0 d h f 0 of 1 £13C 0 0nanno OSS1 u t~e-ser1es an eac oram1n1 era u t1me-ser1es,

and (3) between the 5180 and S13c of the nannofossils and each

foraminiferal species. The number of data pairs is indicated below the

column. Note that the small number of data pairs for sites 279 and 281

precludes attaching much significance to the results.

At site 284 the 5180 time-series for the four species of foramin-

ifera (3 planktonic, 1 benthic) are all highly cross-correlated

(r > .9) with the S180 time-series for the nannofossils. The correla

tion coefficient for the S180 time-series of the benthic genus,



TABLE 11

Cross-Correlation Coefficients

Site 284 Site 277 Site 279 Site 281

8180 813C 8180 8180 813C 8180 8180 813C 8180 8180
813C 8

180

vs. vs. vs. VS. VS. VS. VS. VS. VS. VS. VS. VB.
nanno nanno 813C nanno nanno 813C nanno nanno 813C nanno nanno 813C

Nannofossils 1 1 .957 1 1 .900 1 1 .967 1 1 .898

G. quinque10ba .962 -.585 -.861 - - - - - - - - -
G. bu110ides .972 .794 .687 - - - - - - - - -
N. pachyderma .979 .228 -.018 - - - - - - - - -
Planktonic - - - .967 .879 .520 .951 .993 .892 .989 .985 .839

Uvigerina .991 .570 .494 .970 - - - - - - - -

Benthic - - - - .970 .169 .978 .992 .827 .989 .719 .527

n = 41 n = 18 n = 9 n = 7

0
'-J
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Uvigerina, is larger than the correlation coefficients for the plank-

tonic species.

The cross-correlation coefficients for the 5l 3C time-series of the

13foraminifera compared to the 5 C time-series of the nannofossils have

a range of r = -0.59 to r = 0.98. At sites 284 and 277, for which

there are larger data sets than at sites 279 and 281, the a13c of the

benthic foraminifera species are not significantly correlated with

those of the nannofossils. The cross-correlation coefficient between

the 513c time-series of the foraminifera and that of the nannofossils

18is less than the corresponding cross-correlation between the a 0 time-

series (with the exception of the planktonic foraminifera from site

277).

The a180 time-series of the nannofossils are highly correlated

(r ~ 0.9) with the a13c time-series of the nannofossils. The a180

im . d ~13C' . f h f . if h ft e-ser~es an u t1me-ser~es 0 t e ora~n era s ow a range 0

correlation between r = -0.86 to r = 0.89. The a180 time-series for

the four species of foraminifera at site 284 correlate better with the

5180 time-series of the nannofossils than with the a13c time-series of

the same species.

18The strong cross-correlations for the a 0 curves suggest that the

environmental parameters which affect the a180- cac03 of the foraminifera

similarly affect the

correlations for the

a180- CaCO of the nannofossils. The cross
3

a13c curves are more variable and suggest the

response to environmental parameters which affects the a13c- cac03 is not

the same for the foraminifera as for nannofossils.
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Figure 6. S18o-caC03 for DSDP sites 277, 279 and 281. Solid triangles
(&) are planktonic foraminifera, and open squares (D) are
benthic foraminifera (data from Shackleton and Kennett,
1974a). Solid dots (e) are nannofossils (this work).
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Figure 7. &13C-CaC03 for DSDP sites 277, 279 and 281. Solid triangles
(4) are planktonic foraminifera, and open squares (D) are
benthic foraminifera (data from Shackleton and Kennett,
1974a). Solid dots (e) are nannofossils (this work).
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Figure 8. ~l8o-caco3 for DSDP site 284. Solid triangles (!) are benthic
foraminifera of the genus Uvigerina (data from Shackleton and
Kennett, 1974b). Solid squares (.) are G. bulloides, open
triangles (~) are G. quinqueloba, and open circles (0) are
!. pachyderma (data from Shackleton and Kennett, personal
communication). Solid circles (e) are nannofossils (this
work).
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Figure 9. Bl 3c-caco
3 for DSDP site 284. Solid triangles (') are benthic

foraminifera of the genus Uvigerina (data from Shackleton and
Kennett, 1974b). Solid squares (_) are G. bulloides, open
triangles (~) are G. quinqueloba, and open circles (0) are
N. pachyderma (data from Shackleton and Kennett, personal
communication). Solid circles (e) are nannofossils (this
work).
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DISCUSSION

Variations are found in the 180 and l3c of the calcareous shields

of coccolithophorids. The data presented here can be used to identify

the factors that cause the variations and to indicate that the calcium

carbonate is not precipitated in isotopic equilibrium with the sea

water. The results from laboratory culturing experiments, Recent

sedimentary nannofossils and ancient sedimentary nannofossils will

serve as the basis for the discussion of the processes involved in

determining the causes of climatic variations. The data from the

culturing experiments are summarized in Tables 6 through 8, the data

from Recent sediments in Tables 9 and 10 and Figures 2 through 4 and

9, and the data from DSDP sites in Tables 14 and 15 and Figures 5

through 8.

Recent Fossil Foraminifera

The use of variations in the oxygen isotopic composition of

certain foraminifera shells as indicators of paleotemperatures is based

on the assumption that the calcium carbonate is precipitated in isotopic

(thermodynamic) equilibrium with the water of the growth medium

(Emiliani, 1955, 1966a). The equation describing the temperature

dependence is based primarily on isotopic analyses of marine molluscs

(Epstein et al., 1951, 1953). The most direct test of foraminifera as

paleotemperature indicators would be to culture them at constant temper

ature in water of known isotopic composition. At this writing, efforts

to do that have not succeeded, although some progress is being made

(Be and Anderson, 1976).

There is evidence to both support and to refute the assumption of
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equilibrium carbonate precipitation by living and Recent fossil fora

minifera. Smith and Emiliani (1968), using the 8180 of Recent benthic

foraminifera, calculated isotopic temperatures that were consistent

with the temperature of the bottom water. Since mono-specific and

mixed samples agreed, it was concluded that benthic foraminifera give

accurate isotopic temperatures. However, Dup1essy et a1. (1970) and--
Vinot-Bertoui11e and Dup1essy (1973), using ancient and Recent benthic

foraminifera, found wide variations in the 8180 and concluded that true

temperatures cannot be calculated. The results of these studies may

not be directly comparable since (1) the data of Smith and Emi1iani

(1968) were mostly from shallow water regions where there was a large

annual water temperature variation, (2) the data of Vinot-Bertoui11e

and Dup1essy (1973) were on foraminifera that are taxonomically

different from deep-sea benthic foraminifera, and (3) downslope trans-

port of the samples was likely for the foraminifera studied by Vinot-

Bertoui11e and Dup1essy (1973). Shackleton (1973) found that, although

some species of benthic foraminifera do not deposit their tests in

equilibrium, at least one genus, Uvigerina, closely approaches equi1ib-

rium.

Planktonic foraminifera were also found by Shackleton et a1. (1973)--
not to deposit their tests in isotopic equilibrium. Although the dis-

equilibrium effects were small, the isotopic temperatures were warmer

than surface temperatures. Savin and Douglas (1973) found the isotopic

temperature calculated from the tests of Recent shallow-dwelling p1ank-

tonic foraminifera from the tropical South Pacific to be an average of

2.9°C colder than actual surface temperature.

The magnitude of the non-equilibrium (bio1og~ca1) fractionation for
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both planktonic and benthic foraminifera is apparently species depend

dent (Shackleton et al., 1973; Shackleton, 1973; Vinot-Bertouille and

Duplessy, 1973; Dup1essy et al., 1970).

Isotopic temperatures calculated from the 5180 of planktonic

foraminifera from most recent sediments measured in this work agree

with the results of Shackleton et al. (1973) for foraminifera collected

by plankton tows. The calculated temperatures for the G. ruber and

G. sacculifer are warmer than estimated yearly average temperatures and

in most cases are warmer than estimated average summer temperatures.

The temperature estimates may be off by ±l~C, but this uncertainty does

not influence the conclusions made here. The discrepancy between the

comprehensive study of Savin and Douglas (1973) using Recent sedimen-

tary foraminifera and this work cannot be completely resolved. Savin

and Stehli (1973) have shown that selective solution after sedimen-

tation biases the results to colder temperatures. However, since many

of the samples reported here are from the same area (South Pacific) as

those reported by Savin and Douglas, there is no reason to believe that

the differences are caused by differences in the extent of selective

solution. Differences in preparation techniques may account for a

difference of 1.2°C (.29~) (Douglas and Savin, 1973).

Assuming equilibrium deposition of carbonate, temperatures

calculated from the 5180 of planktonic foraminifera can be used to infer

the depth habitats of foraminiferal species. Using hydrographic data

for the depth-temperature relationship and the isotopic temperature of

the test, average depths of calcium carbonate of several species have

been reported (Saito and van Donk, 1974; Savin and Douglas, 1973; Hecht

and Savin, 1971, 1972; Lidz et al., 1968; Shackleton, 1968; Emi1iani,
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1971b). The results of these authors generally agree with the observa

tions made from plankton tows (Berger, 1969; Jones, 1969; Be and

Hamlin, 1967). Depth habitats inferred from temperatures calculated

using the 5180 of foraminifera analyzed in this work agree with the

conclusions of the authors cited above. G. ruber and G. saccu1ifer

have the shallowest depth habitats, although neither lived consistently

in shallower water than the other. G. menardii lives at an inter-

mediate depth. No deep-dwelling planktonic species were analyzed.

Benthic foraminifera naturally live at the deepest (coldest) depth

habitat.

Cultured Coccoliths

Coccolithophorids were successfully cultured and isotopically

analyzed. Coccolithophorids are phytoplankton whereas foraminifera are

zooplankton. Since the coccolithophorids are capable of photosynthesis

as well as respiration, there is no reason to believe that they

precipitate calcium carbonate by the same mechanism as foraminifera.

In addition to possible comparisons to foraminifera and calibrating the

isotope data from foraminifera, coccolithophorids are themselves

important contributors to calcareous sediments and therefore potential

paleotemperature tools.

The variations in growth conditions and their effects on the 5
180

of the calcium carbonate shells of cultured coccoliths have been

discussed by Dudley (1976) and are summarized below. Coccolithophorids

grown in culture do not secrete their calcium carbonate shells in

isotopic equilibrium with the water of the growth medium. There is a

temperature dependent non-equilibrium fractionation (which is also
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species-dependent) between the coccoliths and water. The fractionation

is also influenced by illumination and aeration, but not by salinity,

agitation or periodicity of light/dark cycle. An empirical temperature

equation derived from the culturing experiments gave reasonable values

when applied to nannofossils from DSDP site 284.

The S13C of the cultured coccoliths were not discussed by Dudley

(1976). But since the S180 of the cultured coccoliths does not reflect

isotopic equilibrium, the carbon isotopic composition may also be out

of isotopic equilibrium. A prediction of expected equilibrium values

can be made from a knowledge of the equilibrium fractionation between

the dissolved inorganic carbon species.

The speciation of the dissolved inorganic species is determined by

the pH of the solution and the equilibrium constants. At the pH of 8,

which was used in the culturing experiments, the predominant species

is the HC0
3

ion. At equilibrium, the S13C of ~C02 is nearly the same

as the S13C of the HCO; ion.

As discussed in the introduction, the fractionation factors

between the inorganic carbon species have been measured by several

authors (Mook et al., 1974; Vogel et al., 1970; Rubinson and Clayton,

1969; Emrich et al., 1970; Wendt, 1968; Deuser and Degens, 1967; Thode

et al., 1965) without complete agreement. Since these values represent

the best estimates available, it is expected that calcium carbonate

precipitated under equilibrium conditions in the temperature range of

the culturing experiments would differ by +~ to +~ from the total

dissolved inorganic carbon (~C02)'

The carbon isotopic fractionation between the calcium carbonate

. 13 13and the ~C02 for C. carterae was shown ~n Table 8 as S C-CaC03-S C-
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~02. In only one case is the value in the range predicted for

isotopic equilibrium between HCO; aqueous and calcite. In other cases

the enrichment is larger by 6~ to 3~. Therefore, the calcium

carbonate shells of cultured coccolithophorids do not appear to be

precipitated in isotopic equilibrium with the ~02 of the growth medium.

The fact that the B13C-~C02 are large negative values could imply

that the amount of CaC0
3

(s) precipitated is significant compared to

the total available carbon. The fractionation between the CaC0
3

(s)

and ~C02 could then be the result of compound enrichment during

culturing. This possibility cannot be ruled out, although the fact

that most of the calcite was precipitated over a short time interval in

a single episode of logarithmic growth argues against compound enrich-

mente The variability in bacterial oxidation (see "Results") makes

the actual values for the non-equilibrium fractionation somewhat

uncertain.

Using the uncorrected B
13c-cac0

3 values for !. huxleyi,

C. neohelis, as well as C. carterae, the conclusion is also that the

calcium carbonate is not precipitated in isotopic equilibrium with the

~02 of the growth medium. The difference between B13c-cac0
3 and the

B13C-~C02 of the water before use in the culturing medium does fall in

the 1%. to 2~ range for a few of the samples. Due to the scatter in the

data, it is not possible to determine the magnitude of any species-

dependent effects, if any.

13 l3"Although the B C-CaC03-5 C-~02 values for C. carterae do not

appear to reflect equilibrium, there is a strong correlation (r = 0.98;

13 13n = 4) between temperature and B C-CaC03-B C-~02 for cultures grown

under low light intensity. The slope of the regression line is
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-l.~/oc. Cultures of C. neohelis grown under low illumination also

show a strong correlation (r = 0.99; n = 4) between temperature and

13 ~8 C-CaC03-8 C-~C02. The slope of that regression line is +2.~/oC.

The equilibrium slope predicted from the data of Emrich et al. (1970)

is 0.04~/oC. The correlations, if real, could be caused by a temper-

ature dependent biological (non-equilibrium) fractionation or by direct

incorporation of RCO; as described below.

Although the source 8l3C-~C02 was variable, the 8l 3c-cac0
3 of

coccoliths from different cultures made with the same water showed no

consistent patterns. Excluding the cultures that produced the calcium

carbonate with anomalously high 8l 3C-CaCO values, it is not possible
3

to explain the variation in data on the basis of parameters such as

light intensity, aeration or agitation or light/dark cycle. Variations

in those parameters can explain only 10% to 20% of the total variation

13found in the 8 C-CaC03•

Biological Fractionation Model

The model of Dudley (1976) postulates that within a cell during

periods of high photosynthesis or respiration rates, the pool of

inorganic (H20 , CO2, RCO;, 02) molecules utilized by the plants are not

necessarily at steady state values (see Fig. 10). The isotopic frac-

tionation in this situation will necessarily be variable. For cocco

13lithophorids the important fractionations of C would occur by

diffusion of CO2 (aq) into and out of the cell, photosynthetic

utilization of CO2 (or RCO;), respiration generating CO2, and precipi

tation of CaC0
3

(s).

The magnitude of the l3c fractionation between atmospheric CO2 and
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carbon fixed by terrestrial plants is approximately -25~ (Park and

Epstein, 1960). For marine algae there is a fractionation of -~

between atmospheric CO2 and dissolved CO2 (Mook et a1., 1974). But

the magnitude of the fractionation between CO2 (aq) and the fixed

carbon in the cells of marine algae should be about the same as the

terrestrial plants. The range of measured a13c of the organic material

of marine plants is -~k to -28~ (Craig, 1954; Sackett et a1., 1965;

Smith and Epstein, 1971) which implies fractionations in the range of

-10%. to -3~.

The non-fixed cellular CO
2

(aq) must then become enriched in 13C•

The magnitude of the enrichment will depend on the rate of diffusion

of the enriched CO2 (aq) from the cell as well as the rate of photo

synthesis, respiration and equilibration with RC03• So factors that

influence the a13c of the organic material will also affect the a13c

of the cellular inorganic carbon.

The causes of changes in the a13c in the organic material of

marine diatoms (a phytoplankton) have been studied (Degens et al.,

1968a; Degens et a1., 1968b; Deuser et a1., 1968; Deuser, 1970). These

authors found that the source of carbon for diatoms is CO2 (aq) rather

than the more abundant RCO; ion. It has been suggested, however, that

coccolithophorids can utilize the RCO; ion in photosynthesis

(Steeman-Nie1son, 1966).. ._.

Degens et a1. (1968a) found that when excess CO2 is supplied by

rapid aeration of cultures, the fixed carbon is depleted by -1~ to

-lgr~ with respect to the CO2 (aq). A temperature dependence of

-O.35~/oC is found to be caused entirely by the temperature dependence

of the fractionation between CO2 (aq) and RCO; ion rather than by any
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Figure 10. Biological Fractionation Model (Dudley, 1976). ~1, ~2, ~3

indicate possible isotope discrimination effects on the
oxygen or carbon isotopic ratios of C02' H20, HC03 in
passing through the cell wall. ~4 indicates fractionations
which may occur between CO2, H20, HC03' 02 and physiological
body fluids in the "internal reservoir" of the cell. ~5, ~6

indicate fractionations occurring as a result of photosyn
thesis and 7 indicates fractionations occurring as a result
of respiration. ~8 and ~9 indicate isotopic discriminations
and fractionations which may occur during the formation of
coccoliths. Solid lines indicate probable fractionations,
and dashed lines indicate possible fractionations.
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biological process. However, should the supply of dissolved COZ become

limited or the rate of production too high, the plants are forced to use

carbon from a reservoir already enriched in l3C and the fractionation

between the fixed carbon and dissolved COZ becomes less (Degens et al.,

1968a; Deuser et al., 1968). Thus, the effect of temperature on inor-

ganic equilibri~ and a change of fractionation with increasing carbon

demand can explain the range of -l~ to -Z8~ observed for the S13C

values of the organic carbon of marine phytoplankton. Using blue-green

algae, Calder and Parker (1973) found that the fractionation action

depended in a non-linear fashion on the COZ concentration in the feed

gas.

From the above discussion it follows that the cellular HCO; supply

is likely to be isotopically different than the RCO; in the surrounding

media. The isotopic composition of the RCO; will also change with time

depending on temperature and rates of photosynthesis and respiration.

Since the two proposed mechanisms of coccolith formation: (1) Ca++ +

++ - -2RCO; + CaC0
3

+ COZ + HZO (Paasche, 1968), and (2) Ca + OR + RC03 +

CaC03 + RZO (Steeman-Neilson, 1966) use bicarbonate ion as the carbon

13source, the 5 C of the CaC03 must necessarily vary.

The change in the isotopic composition of the cellular bicarbonate

can be described qualitatively (Fig. 10). The isotopic composition of

bicarbonate ion in equilibrium with COZ(aq) in the cell will be 7r~ more

depleted than the bicarbonate in the surrounding medium but l~ more

enriched than the CO2(aq) in the cell (~l and ~2). Photosynthesis en

riches the COZ(aq) in l3C (~5) so that as the RCO; equilibrates with

enriched COZ(aq) (~4), the 5l3C-~C02 becomes greater, without equilib

ration, the fractionation between the COZ(aq) and RCO; becomes smaller.
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Respiration re-oxidizes organic compounds with low Sl3c values to CO2•

The S13c of the CO
2

(aq) then decreases, and at equilibrium, the S13c

of the bicarbonate also decreases; without equilibrium, the fraction-

ation between the CO2 (aq) and HCO; becomes larger.

13Since as a general rule, reduced compounds have lower B C values,

the CaC03 (s) precipitated from the cellular pool of HCO; would have a

higher S13c value than the dissolved RCa; (~8, ~9). This fractionation

could be the ~ to zr~ predicted for inorganic precipitation, or it

could be larger due to a biological fractionation during precipitation.

Therefore, a lower limit on the expected 8l 3C of coccoliths is -5~

with respect to the dissolved inorganic carbon of the surrounding

medium. The upper limit cannot be set since it depends on how close

the CO2 (aq)-HCO; system is to equilibrium, while both are changing

with time, and may vary up to 10%..

It should be remembered that at sea water and physiological pH

(pH - 8), there is approximately 100 times more HCO; than CO2 (aq)

while the total concentration of inorganic carbon is about 2.2 mmolesl

liter. The carbon isotopic composition of the ~C02 will therefore be

sensitive to changes in rate or isotopic composition of any of the

species when the change is large enough to affect the HCO;. The oxygen

isotopic composition of these species is controlled by biological

fractionation or an approach to equilibrium with water. Since there is

a large molar excess of water in the cell, it is more difficult for

biological fractionation to completely mask isotopic equilibrium with

water.

The isotopic results of the coccolithophorid culturing experiments

are consistent with this model. The oxygen isotopic composition as
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discussed by Dudley (1976) is variable, but there is a strong temper-

ature dependence under most conditions. Deviations from isotopic

equilibrium are such that the calcium carbonate is enriched in 180

compared to the equilibrium value as expected by removal of oxygen

depleted in 180 for photosynthesis. The oxygen isotopic composition

is highly variable and the temperature dependence absent for

C. carterae grown under conditions of high light intensity because the

rates of photosynthesis and calcium carbonate deposition are so high

that approach to isotopic equilibrium is not possible.

The carbon isotopic composition of the coccoliths is even more

variable than the oxygen isotopic composition because the pool of

available carbon present is smaller than the pool of available oxygen.

Changes in the isotopic composition of the inorganic carbon pool of the

cell can be accomplished by changing rates of photosynthesis, respira-

tion and coccolith formation. It is, therefore, not surprising that

the measured parameters of temperature, aeration, light intensity or

light/dark cycle do not explain more than 2~ of the variation in the

8l 3C of the coccoliths. Parameters that monitor rates of photo-

synthesis and respiration such as rate of CO2 consumption and O2

production must be measured to explain the carbon isotope data. Future

culturing experiments should be performed under dynamic rather than

batch procedures to allow greater control of the growth rates and

media changes.

The 8l 3C of the cultured coccoliths do generally agree with the

13model presented here. The 8 C values run from approximately -5~ with

13respect to PDB (the average 8 C-~C02 is zero for sea water samples) to

+~ for all 8l 3c-cac0
3 except the high temperature f. carterae samples.
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For cultures of ~. carterae grown under low illumination, the strong

13 13temperature dependence of S C-·CaC03-S C-~COZ may reflect a steady

state situation for the processes occurring within the cell.

The anomalous S13C values of the coccoliths grown under high light

intensity and high temperature are evidence for the utilization of RCa;

for photosynthesis. As has been shown, the RCa; is enriched in l3C

compared to COZ (aq), photosynthetic use of RCa; further enriches the

remaining RCa; and CaC03 is enriched in l3C with respect to the RCa;.

All three factors combine to produce

used exclusively for photosynthesis.

13 -high S C values when RCa3 is

The measured S13C values of +l~

to +30~ confirm these predictions. This evidence confirms the hypo-

theses of Steeman-Nielson (1966) and Smith and Epstein (1971) that RCa;

can be used for photosynthesis by coccolithophorids.

Since both carbon and oxygen isotopes are fractionated during

photosynthesis and respiration, Weber and Woodhead (197Z) have suggested

that covariance of S13C and S180 in the calcium carbonate skeleton of

corals is evidence for incorporation of metabolic COZ. The covariance

13 18of S C and S a found by Duplessy et ala (1970) and Vinot-Bertouille

and Duplessy (1973) suggests that the "vital effect" for foraminifera is

also caused by utilization of metabolic COZ. In foraminifera photosyn

thesis is not competing for the COZ (aq) , so it is possible that the

carbon isotope composition is controlled by the rate of diffusion of

isotopically depleted, respired CO2 (aq) for the cell while the

oxygen isotopic composition approaches equilibrium with the water in

the cell. Thus, even with a small biological fractionation on precip-

itation, the oxygen isotopic composition of foraminifera tests

approaches equilibrium and can yield reasonable isotopic temperatures.
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The carbon isotopic composition need not necessarily reflect equilib-

rium with the ~co2 of the surrounding medium.

13 18There is not a strong correlation (r < .5) between 8 C and 8 °
of coccoliths grown in culture. This is caused by the variability of

the isotopic composition of the source carbon for different cultures

and the depletion of ~C02 during the experiments and the fact that both

photosynthesis and respiration occur. The correlation (r = .64; n = 4)

18 18 13 ~between 8 O-CaC03- 8 O-H20 and 8 C-CaC03- 8 C-~C02 for cultures of

f. carterae grown under low illumination suggests that a steady state

condition may be approached in this case. It also implies that to

understand natural coccoliths, both the S18o_H ° and S13C_~O must
2 2

be known.

Recent Nannofossils

Variations in S13C-~02 in the oceans have been investigated.

There is a characteristic distribution with water depth for both the

13concentration and S C of the ~C02 (see "Introduction", Fig. 1). The

relative concentrations of the various species in the ~C02 system and

the concomitant isotopic fractionations are temperature dependent. The

experimentally determined slope for the l3c fractionation of CO2 (aq)

with respect to HCO; is -O.35~/oC (Degens et al., 1968a). Using this

value, one would predict that at high latitudes the CO2 (aq) would be

13
2%. to 4%. lighter than at low latitudes. By assuming that the 5 C of

13the organic carbon reflects the S C of the CO 2 (aq), Sackett et al.

(1965) estimated a temperature gradient of -O.23r~/oC for the S13c of

marine plankton. However, due to the large amount of RCO; compared to

CO2 (aq), the isotopic composition of the ~02 will not be measurably
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13affected by these changes in the 8 C of CO2 (aq).

13The S C of the surface ~C02 is controlled by oceanic circulation

and atmospheric exchange (Kroopnick, 1974b). That is, as more respira

tion occurs in deep water, the lower the S13c_~o becomes, and when it
2

13upwells to the surface the average 8 C of the surface ~02 decreases.

The general flow of the oceans' deep water is from the North Atlantic

to the South Atlantic, westward around Antarctica, then south to north

in the Indian and Pacific Oceans. Kroopnick (1971) found the expected

change in the S13C of the deep water ~C02 as it went from +l.~ to

-O.~ from the North Atlantic to the North Pacific. The expected

decrease in surface S13C-~C02 due to upwelling of ~C02 depleted in 13c

from deep water was observed across the Polar Front between Australia

and Antarctica.

In areas of upwelling the rate of primary production (photosyn-

thetic fixation of carbon)

may then reflect the lower

is high. Coccolithophorids from such areas

13
S C values of the ~02 in their calcium

carbonate shells. During times of high photosynthetic rate, the rates

of respiration and calcification will also be high. But it is when the

rates of photosynthesis and respiration are low that the cell may have

a pool of inorganic carbon that is isotopically depleted compared to the

surrounding water. Using just the 8l 3C-CaCO of the coccoliths, it is
3

not possible to infer if variations are caused by variations in the

source S13C or by variations in the magnitude of biological fractiona-

tion. This explains why the S13c-CaCO of the Recent nannofossils do
3

not correlate with anyone variable such as temperature, light intensity

or rate of primary productivity.

There are other possible causes of the wide variability in the
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&13c-cac03 for the Recent sedimentary nannofossils: (1) changes in

&13C after sedimentation, (2) different species present in the nanno-

fossil assemblages, and (3) differences in the ages of the fossils.

Savin and Stehli (1973) have shown that selective solution of foramin-

ifera biases the oxygen isotopic temperature in the cool direction.

Re-equilibration with bottom water could also bias the oxygen isotopic

composition in the cool direction, and cause depletion in l3C• The

fact that the oxygen isotopic temperatures are as warm or warmer than

expected and the fact that there are consistent patterns of depth

13habitat and & C regardless of the depth of the water column argue that

the &180 and 8l 3C for the Recent foraminifera have not been altered

diagenetically. The 180 of nannofossils are often more enriched than

13expected and C is sometimes depleted; however, there is no correlation

between low &13C and high 8180. Nannofossils, because of size, are

more likely to be reworked at the sediment surface so that lack of

agreement in 8180 may be due to age difference between the nannofossils

. 13 18and foraminifera. However, the nannofoss1l 8 C and 8 ° data are

fairly consistent with the foraminifera data. Most of the Recent nanno-

fossil samples are tropical (00_22°S) and contain the same species,

thus minimizing effects due to differences in the fossil assemblages.

As discussed previously, the 8l 3C for CaC0
3

precipitated by fora

minifera is expected to be depleted in l3C when not deposited at equi-

librium. The data from the Recent foraminifera confirm this expecta

13tion. That is, the measured 8 C-CaC03 of the planktonic foraminifera

range from -~ to +zr~ whereas the 8l 3C-CaCO is expected to be > +zr~.3
13The 8 C-CaC0

3
of G. ruber and G. sacculifer which should reflect the

surface 8l3c-~02 differ from each other by 0.6~ with neither
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should have the highest s13C-~C02 values, but they do not. Thus, the

S13C of the tests of planktonic foraminifera represents a non-

equilibrium fractionation between the calcium carbonate shell and the

~02. This non-equilibrium fractionation is species-dependent and

occurs even when the oxygen isotopic temperature is reasonable. These

findings are consistent with those of Vinot-Bertouille and Duplessy

(1973) on larger benthic foraminifera and the speculations of Savin and

Douglas (1973) about planktonic foraminifera.

Therefore, it seems logical that the planktonic foraminifera which

13have the highest S C-CaC03 values exhibit the smallest biological

fractionation and that the s13c-cac03 is closest to the s13C-~C02. Of

the planktonic species studied, G. menardii consistently had the highest

13S C-CaC03• It is interesting to note that in the Western Equatorial

Pacific, the S13C_cacO for G. menardii was between 1.8ar~ and 2.04%,
3

and in the Eastern Equatorial Pacific, the S13c-caco3 was between 1.25%

and 1.7Tk. Conceivably, the S13c-cac03 values for G. menardii represent

the closest approach to equilibrium fractionation between ~C02 and CaC03

with differences caused by differences in s13C-~02 in the two regions.

If this is the case, an interesting possibility presents itself.

Using Q. menardii or another planktonic species that has an equilibrium

s13c-cac03 value, the s13C-~02 can be inferred. The s13c-cac03 for

nannofossils could then be corrected for the isotopic composition of

source carbon and related to productivity or other environmental para-

meters. Using the data from Table 10 and estimates of productivity,

this was done for eight locations where both nannofossils and G. menardii

were analyzed. The results are shown in Table 12. Only a very general
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Productivity and Difference13Between Nannofossil and G. menardii 8 C-CaCD3

95

Productivity* 13
8
13C G. menardiiLocation (8 C nanno -

KK 71-104 100 - 4.11

KK 71-25 100 - 1.30

KK 71-173 100 - 4.50

KK 771-78 100-150 - 3.16

M 70-9-1 100-150 - 0.75

KK 71-84 100-150 - 1.18

KK 71-76 100-150 - 0.46

KK 71-185 150-250 -1.72

*Taken from F .A.D. Atlas of the Living Resources of the Seas as
mg C/m2/d.
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trend toward more positive values with increasing productivity is

found. The lack of a correlation is not surprising since it is not

known how closely Q. menardii approaches equilibrium and as has been

discussed, the S13c-caco3 of the nannofossils is not simply related to

anyone parameter. Also notice that the values of S13C nannofossil 

S13C G. menardii are all negative, which is consistent with the model

that predicts HCO; in the cell is isotopically depleted in l3c at low

rates of productivity.

18The S 0-CaC0
3

data for the Recent nannofossils again indicates

that there is non-equilibrium fractionation between the calcium carbon-

ate and sea water. In all cases an isotopic temperature calculated

using the Epstein equation would be cooler than the shallower dwelling

foraminifera and sometimes cooler than G. menardii. There is no trend

between 8 - 8 of the nannofossils and estimated sunnner sea water temc w

peratures (recall Fig. 3). Neither the Epstein et al. (1953, revised

1976, personal communication) or Dudley (1976) equation fit the data.

In Figure 11 the 8 - 8 of the nannofossils is replotted with the
c w

temperature taken as the warmest calculated isotopic temperature of a

foraminifera from the same location. A temperature trend appears with

a correlation coefficient r = -0.84 (n = 10). The best fit straight

line is TOC = 25.6 - 3.6(S
c

8). The standard deviation of the slope
w

is a = 4.3, which means the slope is not significantly different

(p < .01) than the slope of the Epstein et al. equation.

As discussed above, the isotopic temperatures calculated from the

S180-cac03 of the foraminifera may be biased toward warmer temperatures.

And because of sample selection, there are also no temperatures between

However, the 8l 80_caCO of the nannofossils apparently
3
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Figure 11. Temperature (OC) versus (5c - 5w) for Recent nannofossils.
The temperature is the warmest isotopic temperature of the
planktonic foraminifera. The lines represent the best fit
equation (.- _.), the equation from DSDP site 284 (-- --),
the equation of Epstein et al. (1953, revised 1976)( ),
and the equation of Lindrot~et a1. (1976) (-----).
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responds to the same temperature or other parameter (such as changes in

sea water 5180) that controls the s180-caco3 of the foraminifera.

It is interesting to note the 5 - S for the cultured coccolithsc w

(Dudley, 1976) was in general less than that predicted from the equi-

librium equation, while the 5
c

5 for the Recent nannofossils is
w

greater than that predicted from the equilibrium equation. The isotopic

composition of the calcium carbonate is, as has been shown, dependent

on intracellular rates of photosynthesis and respiration that are not

simply related to macroscopic properties. This difference between the

Recent and cultured coccoliths may indicate that batch culturing does

not accurately reproduce the conditions of the natural environment.

Nannofossils from DSDP Sites 277, 279 2 281, 284

Lidz et al. (1968), using the S18o-caco3' showed that foraminifera

maintained their relative depth habitats through the Pleistocene.

Saito and van Donk (1974) showed that Late Cretaceous and Early Ter-

tiary planktonic and benthic foraminifera could be differentiated by

13 18both 5 C and 5 0. The composite data of DSDP sites 281, 279 and 277

show that this is generally true from the Oligocene through the Pleis

tocene. There is a difference between the s18o-caco3 of the planktonic

and the benthic foraminifera reflecting the different temperatures of

carbonate deposition. There is also a consistent difference of

approximately zr~ between the S13c-cac03 of the planktonic and benthic

foraminifera caused by the l3c enrichment of the surface water ~C02.

(Data from Shackleton and Kennett, 1975a; Margolis et al., 1975; this

work. )

At DSDP site 284 similar results are not found when three species
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of planktonic foraminifera, N. pachyderma, G. bulloides and G. quin

queloba, as well as the benthic genus Uvigerina, are analyzed. (Data

from Shackleton and Kennett, 1975b; Shackleton, personal communication;

Margolis et al., 1975; this work.) The ranking of the foraminifera

(with highest isotopic temperature first) is usually ~' quinqueloba,

N. pachyderma, ~. bulloides and Uvigerina. Occasionally~. pachyderma

has an isotopic temperature as warm as or warmer than~. quinqueloba.

Also occasionally Q. bulloides has an isotopic temperature as warm as

G. quinqueloba or N. pachyderma. These findings are consistent with

those of the Recent foraminifera; that is, the species that have warm

isotopic temperatures do so consistently, but the exact ranking may

change and the differences between the warm species and cooler species

is variable. The benthic species always have the coolest temperature.

Shackleton (1973) reports that the 5l 8o-caco
3 of Uvigerina is the

equilibrium value.

The ranking of the foraminifera on the basis of 5
l 3c (with

highest 5l 3c first) is more variable. Generally, it is G. bulloides,

Uvigerina, N. pachyderma and G. quinqueloba. Uvigerina has the

smallest variation in S13C, but due to variation in the 5l 3c of

G. bulloides or N. pachyderma, both of these species interchange in the

rankings with Uvigerina. G. quinqueloba always has the lowest S13c•

These data are also consistent with the S13c data of the Recent foramin-

ifera. Uvigerina, the benthic species, keeps a value near ~ as

expected. For the Recent foraminifera, G. menardii had cooler isotopic

temperatures, but the heaviest 5l 3c; at DSDP site 284 G. bulloides had

cooler isotopic temperatures and the heaviest 5l 3c. N. pachyderma and

G. quinqueloba have 513c values that are lower than the expected
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surface 5l3c-~c02 as the two warm species, G. ruber and G. sacculifer,

did in the Recent sediments.

Since the 5l 3c-cac0
3 data for foraminifera from DSDP site 284 have

the same patterns as those of Recent sediments, it is concluded that

the l3C of ~he calcium carbonate was precipitated out of equilibrium

with the ~C02 of the surrounding medium. This non-equilibrium fraction

ation is species-dependent. The non-equilibrium precipitation has

13occurred since at least the Late Miocene. Because the 5 C-CaC03 value

for the planktonic species are as low or lower than the benthic species,

none of the planktonic 5l 3c-cac0
3

are inferred to approach equilibrium.

Notice also that in this case, the planktonic and benthic species could

not be distinguished on the basis of 5l 3C.

The 5l 3c and 5180 of the calcareous nannofossils have been run

18from the same DSDP sites. The 5 O-CaC03 of the nannofossils are

approximately the same as those of the planktonic foraminifera for the

composite of sites 277, 279 and 281. At site 284 the 5180 values of the

nannofossils are generally higher than those of the planktonic foramin

ifera. They are always lower than the 5l 80-caco
3 of the benthic

foraminifera, but always closer to those of the deeper dwelling plank-

tonic species rather than the shallower dwelling planktonic species.

These trends are consistent with the data from Recent sediments and

indicate that the CaC03 of the nannofossils has been deposited out of

isotopic equilibrium with the surrounding water since the Miocene.

On the basis of data on the Recent foraminifera, it is expected

that isotopic temperatures calculated using the Epstein et a1. (1953,

revised 1976) equation would be cooler than actual values for the nanno-

fossils, while the warmest isotopic temperatures of a planktonic
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foraminifera is as warm or slightly warmer than the actual values.

Using the calculated isotopic temperature of G. quinqueloba and the

~180-caco3 of the nannofossils from DSDP site 284, a temperature

calibration was done. This temperature equation is accurate only if

18the warmest temperature calculated from the 5 O-CaC0
3

of a planktonic

foraminifera is close to the true value. When the calibration is done,

a strong temperature dependence ( r = .62, n = 41) results. The

equation is T(OC) = 17.6 - 2.91(5 - 5 ) with the standard deviation of
c w

the slope cr = 1.loC/~. Because of the large standard deviation in the

slope, a t-test does not show a significant difference between the

slope of the Epstein et al. equation, the Dudley equation, or the equa-

tion from the Recent nannofossils. It should be noted that the equation

developed by Lindroth et al. (1976), analyzing one species of cocco-

lithophorids, E. huxleyi, grown in culture is T = 15.6 - 2.9(5 - 5 ) +
c w

The equations mentioned above are plotted in Figure 11. None of

the equations give reasonable values for both the Recent nannofossils

and the nannofossils from DSDP sites 277, 279, 281 and 284. Dudley

(1976) used the equation based on the cultured coccolith data to recon-

cile the nannofossil and G. bulloides isotopic temperatures at DSDP

site 284. Since the nannofossil isotopic temperature should be closer

to the warmest isotopic temperature of a planktonic foraminifer rather

than the coolest, the agreement achieved between the nannofossils and

G. bulloides is an artifact of the relative agreement between the

Epstein equation and the Dudley equation in the region of 9-l3°C.

The Recent nannofossils and the nannofossils from DSDP site 284 are

from regions with different temperature ranges. The Recent nannofossils
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are (with one exception) from a temperature range of 20-30°C, while at

DSDP site 284 the temperature range is 5-l2°C. It may be possible to

develop a better temperature vs. 5
l 8o-caco

3
relationship for nanno

fossils if the temperature range of Recent nannofossil and foraminifera

data is extended. Or the non-equilibrium fractionation may not be a

simple function of temperature, in which case a linear equation would

not describe the temperature dependence over the entire range of 0-30°C.

Another possibility is that because of species-dependent non-equilibrium

fractionation, the nannofossil assemblage at warm temperatures has a

different average fractionation than the nannofossil assemblage at cold

temperatures.

The 5l 3c- caco
3

of the nannofossils at DSDP sites 277, 279, 281 and

284 are systematically higher than the 5l 3c- caco
3

of the foraminifera

in contrast to the 5
l 3c- caco3 of the Recent nannofossils which were

generally lower than those of Recent foraminifera from the same samples.

At sites 277, 279 and 281, this trend continued at least from the

Oligocene to the Pleistocene, and at site 284, from the Miocene to the

Late Pleistocene.

The a13c- caco
3

values for the nannofossils at sites 277, 279 and

281 range between +lY~ and +~, while at site 284 the values range

between 0.5~ and~. From this data alone it could be suggested that

13 . 13the a C-CaC03 of the nannofoss~ls represents the a C-~C02 of the wa-

ter. However, the cultured coccoliths and Recent nannofossils were

found not to have equilibrium 5
l 3c- caco

3
values. But since none of the

planktonic species analyzed at site 284 approach present-day 5l 3
c- caco3

13values, the 5 C-CaC0
3

of the nannofossils may be taken as the best

13estimate of the a C-~C02 of the surface water. As in the case of the
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foraminifera, it is not known how closely the nannofossils approach

equilibrium. The fact that the a13c-caco
3 of the nannofossils from

DSDP site 284 seem closer to the equilibrium value than that of Recent

nannofossils is further indication that differences in taxonomy or

environment can affect the results.

In at least two samples (site 277, core 28, and site 281, core 6)

the nannofossil a13c-cac0
3 was lower than the foraminifera a13c-caco

3•

Examination with an electron microscope revealed abundant evidence of

dissolution and secondary calcite overgrowths. It must be emphasized

that nannofossil samples need to be examined by electron microscopy so

that the data is not biased by inorganic precipitation from cold bottom

13
waters that have a Iowa C-CaC03• Douglas and Savin (1975) analyzed

both foraminifera and nannofossils from cores in the North Pacific

Ocean. Their conclusion was that after burial, the a180-caco
3 of the

nannofossils decreases due to overgrowths. This is most likely true;

however, our data show that a18o-caco
3 of the Recent nannofossils can

also differ from that of the foraminifera by 1J~.

The a180 and a13c trends in the DSDP sites have been quantified by

calculating correlation coefficients. For discussion purposes, site 284

will be considered since there are more species analyzed at more core

depths than at the other sites.

The high correlation between 5
l 8o- caco

3
of the nannofossils and the

various foraminifera species confirms our previous discussion. That is,

although the nannofossils may not be precipitated at isotopic equilib-

rium, the a - 5 for the nannofossils systematically varies withc w
13 18

temperature. Anderson and Cole (1975) measured the 5 C and 5 ° of

foraminifera from Pacific and Caribbean cores of Pleistocene age. For
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both cores there was a strong correlation (r = 1.01 for Caribbean, and

18r = .79 for Pacific) between the B O-CaC03 of the coccoliths and

foraminifera. The coccolith samples in the Caribbean core were enriched

18in ° compared to foraminifera of the same age. Anderson and Cole

attribute this to non-equilibrium fractionation by the coccoliths. The

results for both Recent and ancient coccoliths analyzed for this work

are in agreement with their findings. However, in the Eastern Pacific

18they reported the nannofossils had consistently lower B O-CaC0
3

values

than the foraminifera. This was not observed for the nannofossils

analyzed in this work. Since there is a strong correlation between

~18o of the f "" f d f"l i h ld b Ib Lu oram~n~ era an nanno oss~ s, t s au e poss~ e to

calibrate a nannofossil temperature scale.

13The B C-CaC03 of the foraminifera were not as strongly correlated

with the corresponding nannofossil values as the

Throughout this study it has been shown that the

B18o-caco
3 were.

a13C- CaCO of both the
3

ation.

foraminifera and nannofossils can vary due to non-equilibrium fraction-

13The B C-CaC03 of the nannofossils was variable, but lower than

that of the foraminifera for Recent samples and higher for ancient

samples. The 813C-CaCo results of the ancient nannofossils and fora
3

minifera thus do not agree with the findings of Anderson and Cole (1975)

or the Recent sediments. It is therefore difficult to infer a relation-

13 13ship between 8 C-CaC03 and B C-~02. In fact, at site 284 the data

indicate that the nannofossils are closer to equilibrium than the

foraminifera.

A surprising result is the strong correlation between the 813C and

B
180

of the ancient nannofossils. There was no such correlation for the

Recent nannofossils. For a limited number of cultured coccoliths, there
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18 -ra- ~ 13
was a correlation between 5 O-CaC03-5 0-H20 and 5 C-CaC03-5 C-~02;

. 13 18
however, there was no corre1at~on between 5 C and 5 ° of the CaC03•

This correlation may be evidence of the re-equi1ibration with bottom

water; however, if that were the case, the correlation coefficient

between the 513c-cac03 of Uvigerina and the 513c-cac0
3 of the nanno

fossils should be larger.

Douglas and Savin (1975) found that re-equi1ibration with pore

water could affect the isotopic composition of nannofossils buried

-200m below the sediment-water interface while not affecting the iso-

topic composition of the foraminifera. The nannofossils in this work

(except DSDP site 277) were from less than 200m burial depth and had

no signs of overgrowths. Re-equi1ibration with pore water is there-

fore not likely.

The strong correlation between the S13C and 5180 of the ancient

nannofossils may indicate that relatively stable oceanographic condi-

tions existed prior to the Pleistocene. The lack of correlation in

Recent nannofossils could then reflect a change in oceanographic

conditions since the Pliocene. As mentioned earlier, the isotopic

composition of Recent samples may be influenced by sedimentary mixing

processes since the Pleistocene is a period of rapidly changing condi-

tions. A detailed study of Pleistocene nannofossils from a location

where the sedimentation rate is high should allow a quantitative eval

uation of changes in the &13C and how they compare with known changes

in 5180 and temperature.
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CONCLUSION

Variations are found in the 5180 and 513C of the calcareous

shields of marine coccolithophorids. This work was undertaken to test

the usefulness of these variations as paleoclimatic indicators. The

results of culturing experiments, of Recent sedimentary nannofossils and

of ancient sedimentary nannofossils indicate the potential usefulness

of the variations as paleoclimatic indicators. However, the causes for

the variations in 513c and 5180 are not completely understood.

Coccolithophorids grown in culture do exhibit a relationship

between temperature and 5 - 5 , but it is species-dependent and not
c w

the equilibrium relationship (Dudley, 1976). The 5180 is also affected

by illumination and aeration.

The carbon in the calcium carbonate of cultured coccoliths is

apparently not in isotopic equilibrium with the dissolved inorganic

carbon of the growth medium. Variations in 513c-CaCO cannot be
3

explained by changes of temperature, illumination or aeration. The

fractionation between the calcium carbonate and the dissolved inorganic

carbon (for a limited data set) does show a relationship with temper-

ature, but not the equilibrium relationship. The variability of the

513c-CaCO data does not allow a species-dependent effect to be
3

determined.

his

The biological fractionation model

5180-CaCO data can also be used to3

used by Dudley (1976) to explain

13explain the 5 C-CaC03 data

presented here. Use of the model can explain the range of -5~ to +~

13for the 5 C-CaC0
3

found for most of the cultured coccoliths. The

5180-cac0
3

can approach equilibrium or a steady state (i.e., have a
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strong temperature dependence) without the B13c-caco
3 approaching

equilibrium. Rates of photosynthesis and respiration must be known to

13quantitatively explain the variations in B C-CaC03•
13The anomalously high S C-CaC03 values for some cultures of

C. carterae is evidence for the use of HCO; for photosynthesis.

18The B O-CaC0
3

of Recent nannofossils is not in isotopic equilib-

rium with the Bl 80 of modern sea water. However, there is a strong

correlation between S - B of the nannofossils and isotopic temperc w

ature, calculated using the B - B of Recent planktonic foraminiferac w

from the same location. Thus, both the foraminifera and nannofossils

may have been deposited under conditions that differ from today's in

temperature or S. The relationship between S - B and temperaturew c w

is not the equilibrium equation and is not the same as that found for

the cultured coccoliths.

The S13c-CaCo of Recent sedimentary nannofossils i.s not in
3

isotopic equilibrium with the B13C_~CO of sea water. There is no
2

pattern of variation with temperature or productivity, or indication

that steady state conditions exist.

18The S O-CaC0
3

of Recent sedimentary foraminifera was found to be

at or near isotopic equilibrium with the B180-H
20. The B

13c-caco
3 of

Recent sedimentary foraminifera was not at equilibrium with the B
13C_

~02 of the sea water. This departure from equilibrium was species

dependent, but at least one species of planktonic foraminifera did

approach the equilibrium value.

The B18o-Caco of ancient sedimentary nannofossils from DSDP sites
3

277, 279, 281 and 284 are not in isotopic equilibrium with S18o-H20

(assuming that the S18o-caco3 of planktonic foraminifera are in
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equilibrium). There is, however, a strong correlation between S180_

CaC0
3

of the nannofossils and the foraminifera. The relationship

18between the S 0-CaC03 of the nannofossils and temperature calculated

18using the S 0-CaC03 of the foraminifera is not the same as the rela-

tionship for either the Recent sedimentary nannofossils or the

cultured coccoliths.

These differences may be explained by differences in the nanno-

fossil assemblages from different locations, by differences in the

temperature range covered, or by differences in age of the nanno-

fossils.

The s13c-cac03 of the nannofossils from DSDP sites 277, 279, 281

and 284 approaches that expected from isotopic equilibrium and may

represent a steady state value. The correlation between s13c-cac03

18and S 0-CaC0
3

suggests the idea of a steady state productivity and

fractionation through geological time.

Thus the S180 of calcareous nannofossils is not at isotopic equi

18It does, however, respond in a fashion similar to the S 0-

CaC03 of foraminifera to temperature or other environmental parameters.

The response has not been completely calibrated.

The S13C-CaCO of calcareous nannofossils is not precipitated at
3

isotopic equilibrium. The factors affecting the S13C-CaCO have not
3

been quantitatively established. However, under certain conditions,

the response of nannoplankton and foraminifera are parallel.

To solve the problems further work is required. Recent foramin-

ifera and nannofossils should be compared from as wide a range of

latitudes (i.e., surface water temperatures) as possible. Ancient

foraminifera and nannofossils should be compared from a wide range of
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latitudes. Culturing experiments should be done in a chemostat to

provide better control of the environmental parameters. Open ocean

collection of foraminifera and nannofossils for direct comparison should

be done.
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APPENDIX A

The use of one of the stable isotopes of oxygen (180) and its

variations in nature to infer the source, temperature of formation or

processes affecting such naturally occurring samples such as biologi-

cally produced calcium carbonate is not a new idea. Similar information

may be found by studying the variations of one of the stable isotopes

of carbon (13 C) in the atmosphere, hydrosphere and biosphere. Since

such studies are new to the University of Hawaii, it seems appropriate

to discuss some of the conventions and jargon commonly used in this

field. The non-specialist reader should then be able to follow the

discussion in the text of this dissertation.

Carbon has three naturally occurring isotopes with atomic

masses 12, 13 and 14. Carbon 14 is by far the least abundant, but due

to its radioactive decay, is very useful for certain geochemical

problems. However, this work is limited to a study of variations in

. 13 12the ratio of the stable ~sotopes C: C. The average natural abundance

of the so-called "minor isotope", l3C, is L 12%.

Oxygen also has three naturally occurring isotopes with masses 16,

17 and 18. All are stable with natural abundances of 99.76%, 0.04% and

0.20%, respectively. The factor of five greater abundance of 180

compared with 170 makes 180 the minor isotope of interest.

13 12Data are not usually presented as absolute ratios of C/ C or

180/160, but rather as the relative deviation of that ratio from a

standard ratio. The symbol, 0 (delta), is used to indicate this

relative deviation [most often the ratio is multiplied by 103 to give

the parts per thousand or per mil (%0) deviation].
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(1)

where R = l3C/12C or 180/160• Since there is no standard format for

presentation of data using the 5 notation, the following format is

adopted:

(a) Equation (1) defines 5. Subscripts are used to indicate the

standard. (See example below.)

(b) The measured isotope is specified on the same line as the 5,

followed by a dash, then a sample identification. The isotope may

be omitted if it is clear which isotope is intended. The sample

identification may be omitted if a general case of class is being

discussed.

(c) Superscripts are used to indicate special cases as needed.

For example, 5pDB 180 - NBS20 = -4.l4%. indicates that relative to

the PDB standard, the 180 content of NBS-20 differs by -4.14 parts

per mil.

In using the delta notation, a standard must be specified either

explicitly or implicitly. To allow inter-laboratory comparison of

results, the data must be reported relative to generally accepted

standards. These "reporting standards" have carefully measured absolute

abundances and are available for calibration of a laboratory standard.

. 13 18The relationships between various standards for report1ng 5 C and 5 0

data are summarized in Table 13. In this dissertation, the 5
l 3c and

5180 of calcium carbonate will be reported relative to the PDB standard,

a fossil calcite. The 5180 of water will be reported relative to SMOW,

Standard Mean Ocean Water, and the 8l 3c of dissolved inorganic carbon
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TABLE 13

The Relationship Between COIIllllon Reporting Standards for
180 (top) and 13C (bottom)*

a180

PDB (gas) SMOW (CO2) NBS-2O (gas) NBS-1 (C02L

PDB (gas) +0.20 +4.16 +8.20

SMOW (CO2) -0.20 +3.96 -7.94

NBS-20 (gas) -4.14 -3.94 +4.03

NBS-1 (CO2 -8.13 +8.00 -4.01

a13c

PDB NBS-20 NBS-21

PDB + 1.06 +29.04

NBS-20 - 1.06 +27.95

NBS-21 -28.22 -27.19

*The tables are read as the a of a standard in the left column relative
to a standard that heads a column; i.e., PDB (gas) is enriched in 180
by 0.2~ relative to SMOW (C02),
The values for PDB and NBS-20 represent the C02 liberated from the
carbonate at 25°C with orthophosphoric acid (McCrea, 1950). The SMOW
value is for C02 in equilibrium with an infinite amount of SMOW at
25°C (Epstein and Mayeda, 1953). The value for SMOW vs. NBS-1 is
defined in Craig (1961a). The value for NBS-20 vs. PDB was measured
by Craig (1957) and for SMOW (C02) vs. PDB (C02) by Craig (1965).
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will be reported relative to PDB.

The l3C and 180 content of a sample is usually measured on a mass

spectrometer as CO2 gas. The procedures for preparing the CO2 gas are

discussed in the text. In this context, however, it must be specified

that the ratio l3c/12c implies the atomic ratio of the carbon isotopes

measured as l3C160l60 (mass 45) and l2C160l80 (mass 44). Similarly,

the ratio 180/160 implies the atomic ratio of the oxygen isotopes

d l2C160l80 d l2c160l60measure as an •

A brief review of how isotope ratios are measured is useful. A

sample and standard gas are alternately allowed to enter the instrument

and their mass 44 ion currents are adjusted to a preselected value by

changing the inlet system pressure. The mass 44 and mass 45 (or 46) ion

currents are collected simultaneously, amplified and converted to

voltages. Using the decade voltage dividers, a fraction of the mass 44

voltage nulls the mass 45 voltage.

In practice, the decade voltage dividers are too coarse to allow

the selection of the exact fraction of the mass 44 voltage that will

null the mass 45 (or 46) voltage. There is a small residual voltage

from the minor ion amplifier that is recorded or electronically

integrated. When using two decade voltage dividers, there is usually a

small difference between the residual voltages for the sample and

standard. The difference between the isotope ratios of the sample and

standard is represented by the differences between the decade voltage

divider setting plus the residual voltages.

Electronic integration by Nuclide Corporation's Integrating Ratio-

meter (IR-2) is used in our laboratory to measure the differences

between the residual voltages. The basics of the design of the IR-2 is
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a voltage to frequency converter and an A.C. scaler. The IR-2 uses a

variable time base to maintain constant sensitivity. The digital

scaled output from the IR-2 is used in an automatic data collecting and

processing system.

The performance of the IR-2 has been carefully monitored in our

laboratory (Goodney and Kroopnick, 1976). The sensitivity of the IR-2

remains constant when the sample and standard are run at the same mass

44 voltage. At different mass 44 voltages, the IR-2 cannot be reliably

used. The IR-2 has optimum performance when two decade voltage

dividers are used so that the difference between residual voltages of

the sample and standard is as small as possible.

A sample that has a positive 0 value is "enriched" relative to the

13 12 18 16 .standard and has a larger C/ C or 0/ 0 rat~o. Likewise, a

"depleted" sample will have a negative delta value. Since the minor

isotopes of carbon and oxygen have heavier masses than the major

isotope, an enriched sample is sometimes referred to as "heavy" and a

depleted sample as "light".

Two other symbols that need definition are the "fractionation

factor", cr., and "enrichment factor", E. The fractionation factor is a

measure of the distribution of the isotopes between two compounds with

different physical states, or between products and reactants. Fraction-

ation can be caused by the distribution of the isotopes between

compounds in equilibrium and in that case, can be considered a pseudo-

constant for the isotopic (not chemical) equilibration of those

compounds. It can also be caused by a physical transformation such as

evaporation or condensation, or it can be caused by different reaction

rates for molecules with different mass (kinetic isotope effect). Any
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of the above processes that causes a change in isotopic composition is

said to "fractionate" the isotopes.

For any AtB, where A and B represent different compounds or

physical states, ~/A is defined as:

factor, E, is defined as:

E = (ex. - 1)

(3)

a will be near unity, so an enrichment

(4)

E (%..) = (ex. - 1) • 103 • (5)

As can be seen from equations (2), (3) and (5), the enrichment factor,

E(%..), gives the parts per mil deviation of substance B relative to

substance A. Occasionally, data is presented as 103l nex.. This

terminology is useful for thermodynamic purposes and from a practical

standpoint, 103l nex. ~ E(~), since ex. is close to unity. But it is not

exact, so ex. or E is preferred and will be used in the text.

The symbols and conventions discussed above will be used

consistently throughout this work. However, a caveat is in order, the

definitions and discussion above do not always agree with the terminol-

ogy used by other authors. But wherever necessary. in the text, their

symbolism has been converted to make them consistent with this format.
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APPENDIX B

Instrumental Developments--Data Reduction

Inlet System

Most isotopic ratio mass spectrometer inlet systems are designed

for CO2 samples in the size range of 1 to 7 cm3 (STP). Frequently it

is desirable to run much smaller samples. Two solutions to this

problem are currently available. One is to allow the gas to flow into

the instrument in a molecular rather than viscous flow (Shackleton,

1965). This causes a significant but apparently reproducible fraction

ation of the sample with time. The other is to reduce the internal

volume of the sample inlet.

A simple yet effective means to decrease the volume of the sample

inlet has been developed and used in our laboratory. The inlet

capillary can be opened to either the usual mercury column or to the

outlet arm of a Toep1er pump, whose mercury reservoir is much larger

than the expansion volume. This allows the mercury under appropriate

pressure to rise up the outlet arm as far as desired--even to the

capillary shut-off stopcock. The size of sample needed can be reduced

by a factor of twenty using this method. The Toep1er pump can also be

used to pump in non-condensable samples such as hydrogen or nitrogen.

Leak Crusher

Assemblies that use mechanical force to crush the capillary tubing

for adjustment of gas flow into the instrument generally apply the

force using a fine-threaded machine screw. However, due to the force

required to crush the tubing, the machine screws are of such a size

that 28 or 32 threads per inch is a practical limit to the fineness of
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the thread. There is~ therefore~ a limit to the ability to control or

fine-tune the crush when matching the leaks. A leak crusher using a

differential screw has been developed that combines strength with fine

control.

In our crusher design~ a ~-20 bolt provides the force for crushing

while a ~-28 bolt screwed into the center-tapped ~-20 bolt provides the

differential fine tuning. The crush is made by turning the ~-20 bolt

to lower the crushing surface. As it turns, the ~-28 bolt backs off an

equal number of turns. The crusher is locked to the ~-28 bolt so that

it backs off with the bolt. The net movement is 0.014 inches/revolution

or the equivalent of 70 threads/inch (2.8 threads/mm). In practice the

differential screw crusher proved to be superior to crushers in common

use. In a matter of minutes the leaks could be matched to within 10 mV

at a mass 44 signal of 20V.

Inlet Valves

Most dual inlet assemblies have used two magnetically operated

ground-glass switching valves as described by McKinney et al. (1950).--
In the past few years there has been a trend to switch to pneumatically

actuated bellows-sealed valves with Kel-F seats. They are now optional

equipment on commercial instruments. The valves are controlled by

compressed gas, the flow of which is regulated by solenoid operated

valves. The advantage of these valves is that the valve mixing correc-

tion is reduced to nearly zero and the volume of the switching network

is substantially reduced.

By using the pneumatically actuated valves, greater flexibility in

the pattern of gas flow can be achieved. Since four valves are required

to effect the proper switching of sample and standard gas to the source
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or waste, these can be made to operate independently. So in addition

to the usual switching choices, there is now an ability to shut off

the source while pumping through the waste system on both capillaries

or to open either of the capillaries to the source while the remaining

three valves are closed. The advantage is that small samples do not

need to be pumped to waste when the standard gas is going to the source.

By combining a normally-open pneumatically operated valve with a

normally-open control solenoid, the source and waste pumps are protected

against over-pressurization in case of power failure.

Room Vibration

A problem encountered in our laboratory was excessive signal noise

caused by room vibration. A geophone array was set up to assess the

ground noise of the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics building. The

vibration level increased steadily from ground level to our third floor

laboratory as expected. Mounting the instruments on shock pads did not

improve signal quality. However, at the suggestion of G. Gulden

(personal communication), who noted that optical equipment is often

shock-mounted using air-filled cushions, the mass spectrometer frame

was elevated using four tire inner tubes. By damping the vibration in

this manner, the noise level was reduced by approximately a factor of 5.

Amplifier

Although we have made no improvements in design on the amplifiers,

we were able to compare the performance of a Cary Model 31 Vibrating

Reed Electrometer (on the 6-inch instrument) to the Nuclide D.C.

amplifier for minor'ion amplification. For isotope ratio applications

in which the large linear range of the VRE is not used, it was superior

only in terms of long-term stability. The noise levels for equivalent
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input resistors were comparable. The D.C. amplifier stabilized faster

since the RC time constant can be set to an optimum value and there

was less danger of saturating the electrometer. The VRE on the 6-inch

instrument was, therefore, replaced with a D.C. amplifier.

Data Processing

As the demand for more stable isotope data increases, so does the

need for faster data processing with statistical analyses. Our system

for automated data processing uses the IR-2, a parallel to serial

interface to an off-line teletype with a paper tape punch and a HP-

2000/Access time sharing computer. The use of an automatic off-line

collection system was chosen because (1) the usual method of reading

the recorder trace demands that the operator spend a large part of his

time manually processing the data and is therefore undesirable, and

(2) interfacing to a dedicated computer is not warranted on a cost-

accounting basis; i.e., collecting one number every 30 to 120 seconds.

A data reduction program has been developed which serves several

functions: (1) the input of raw data and temporary storage, (2) check-

ing the data for mistakes and where necessary, making standard correc-

tions, and (3) the actual processing of the data.

The data punched on the paper tape consists of not only the output

of the IR-2 but also enough supplemental information to insure proper

execution of the program. For each sample, the operator enters

manually a heading that includes a sample identification number, the

type of sample (1. e., oxygen or carbon), how the sample was generated

(i.e., carbonate-acid reaction, water-C02 equilibrium, oxygen-graphite

combustion, etc.), how the l3c or 170 correction is to be made, and the

decade voltage divider settings for the sample and standard. As the
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sample is analyzed, duplicate integrations on the standard and sample

are taken alternately by the IR-2. The end of an analysis is signaled

by an operator entry on .the tape. All data is stored in the computer

before beginning any computation and saved for two days.

There are several potential sources of error in the collection of

data, ranging from mistyping by the operator to electronic malfunction.

The logic portion of the program anticipates these problems and tests

are built into the program to check the data before it is finally

processed. Standard "correction" subroutines are available to replace

a missing number, or to skip bad data when the ability of the program

to calculate a legitimate value is not affected. The operator may also

enter special characters that cause a line to be deleted or the program

to recycle to the beginning of data entry.

The statistical routines are straightforward. Usually five

standard and four samples traces are recorded allowing the calculation

of eight differences between the traces. Using the appropriate

sensitivity coefficient and instrumental correction factor, the average

and the standard deviation of the differences are calculated in parts

per thousand (%). A standard deviation of the mean is then calculated

in~. Since this value is an estimate of the reproducibility of

measurement if the same gas were analyzed many times, it is the number

that is used to represent the precision of an analysis. In practice,

standards run as samples many times show the reproducibility predicted

by the standard deviation of the mean. Anomalous calculated

differences are eliminated using the following tests: (1) it

must be more than two standard deviations from the average, and

(2) its elimination must improve the standard deviation of
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the mean by 30%.

From the header information and standard calibrations, the a13c

or a180 is computed relative to an accepted standard. All the data,

statistics and a values are then printed in a format that can be

entered into a log book for permanent storage. Only a further (small)

correction for the variation of the working standard with time needs to

be applied manually.

A flow chart of the logic and a copy of the program follow.
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Figure 12. Flow chart for program ISOF2. This program was written by
P. Kroopnick, J. Frank and D. Goodney.
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ISOF

....
N
0\

YOU IIAY ENTER A C/R TO BECIN READINC TAPE"
OR JUST THE NUHBERS I,Z,OR 3 TO BEGIN AT ItI-i'
JUST WAITING ACCOMPLISHS A 3,0"

TO TERIIINATE PROGRAM INSTEAD OF SAMPLE 10."

IN CASE OF LIN['ETECTED WY OPERATORI BAD IRZ tlATA - ..
THE COMPUTER REPLACES THE BAD VALLIE BY THE ADJACENT ONE'"

2.15 IS UH-Z VERSUS PDB FOR OXYGEN"
.49 IS UH-Z VERSUS PDB FOR CARBON"

'DONE CIR' IN LOCAL HODE ~HEN IRZ DATA IS FINISHED."

'S CIR' FOR SCRATCH IF THE IR2 OR YOU MAI<E AN ERROR"

'n CIR' TO CHANGE BETA'S AND RESTART IRZ DATA"

PRINT "TYPE 'STD B,SAMP D C/R'"
PRINT
PRINT "COL.L.ECT DATA VIA IRZ WITH TTY ON LINE"
PIUNT
PHIIH "
f'r,lNT
PRINT" 'PAU CIR'
prdNT
PRINT" PRQGRAH ASSUMES I REP IS USED AND NO CARSACE ON TAPE"
PRlIH
PRINT "TO CHANCE FACTORS RETYPE STATEIIENT NL1HBER AS LISTED"
PRINT " IN PRINTOUT OF CORRECTION FACTORS"
PRltlT
PRINT "
PRINT
pr,INT "
PRINT
PRINT "
PRINT"
PRINT
PRINT" '-99' TO RECYCLE IN IIANLIAL HODE BACK TO B'S"
PRINT
PRINT" FOR X'S LESS TBAN 50 LINE (S21 SENSATH'ITY IS USED"
PRINT
PRINT " FILE OPTION 1 TRANSFERS DATA FROM TODAY FILE TO YESTERDAY"
PRINT" THEN WRITES NEW DATA CoN TODAY FILE."
PRINT" '0' FOR SAIIP. ~ STARTS CALCULATION AT FIRST INPUT"
PRINT" PRINTED DELTA VALUES IIUST [<E CORRECTED BY"
PRINT" SUBTRACTING THE AVERAGE DAILY VALLIE OF THE CHECK STD."
prdNT
PRINT "UPON CETTING THE INITIAL? TYPE L OR P IN C Z SEC TO BEGIN"
PRlNT "IMMEDIATE EXECUTION OF NEW tlATA"
PRINT
PRINT "INSTEAD OF 1010
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT
PRINT "
PRINT "
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT" DICITAL SENSITIVITIES ASSUME INTECRATION TIMES OF."
PRINT" 800 X I VOLT-SEC. AT 20 VOLTS SICNAL FOR PELE"
PRINT" 800 lC 1 VOLT-SEC. AT Z0 VOL.TS SIGNAL FOR LONO"
pr<lNT
PRINT
PRINT
COTO 90
REM READ ALL THE RAW DATA
IF JC9 THEN 1100'
T=I
S'z"0u
COTO 12111"
PRINT "TYPE 'I', 'SAMP jI' TO PROCESS NEW D~TA"

PRINT" 'Z', 'SAMP jI' TO CALCULATE YESTERDAYS RESULTS"
PRINT .. '3' , 'SAHP I' TO CALCULATE TODAYS DATA" •
ENTER Z",J,Ct
IF J(I THEN 1421

570
~·a0

~190

b~10

bl@
t·Z0
b30
1.40
650
660
b70
batil
1,99
7£10
710
720
730
740
759
7b0
770
790
790
8"'0
810
(:20
830
((40
950
Elb0
870
B80
890
900
910
92'"
930
940
9~:0

960
970
9a0
990
11000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
101,0
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
l1Z0
11311
11411

0-19"

CARBON TYPE ElTHERi"
'T25.21 CIR' FOR TEIIPERATURE IF STRIPPED,"
'03.54 iD NUIIBER N23 CIR' FOR KNOWN DEL.TA

FOLLOWED 8Y S SPACES THEN SAMPLE 10,"
'NONE CIR' IF DELTA 0-19 NOT KNOWN."

13 COK U$[S0J,D$[S0l,X[Z,ZOJ,EtZ0l,W$tS0J,C3,C4,CS,F9,T9
~3 tO~ Dl,82,BI,N,F,~,OB,CZ,TZ,G

~0 CO~ F$[1IJ,C[IOJ,T$t50J,C$tSSJ,C9,A.tll
40 COH N'[4J,C7,Z,SI,SZ,S'[SOJ
~0 FILES ISOT.Kb00,ISOY.K60e
l ., p~ I UT II {";

7~ ENTER 5,J,N$
~~ IF J >- 0 THEN 140
90 PRINT "TYPE 1 TO EXECUTE,Z TO INSPECT OXYGEN FACTORS"I .
1911 P;<INT "2 FOR CAR80N FACTORS, 4 FOR INSTRUCTIONS, OR 5 FOR HANUAL.DATA"I
1111 PRINT "FOLLOWED BY " PELE' OR " LONO'"
1211 ltlPIJT C9,H.
139 GOTO 150
149 C9-1
1~'il C709
It,a 1';--0
179 F9'1
1~0 IF N$[I,IJ-"P" THEN Z~O

l'i0 IF NHI,I) <> "L" THEN 3lUI
2'1.'10 H$-"LONO"
t'19 COTO 23'
<'20 lao"PELE"
t'30 IF (.'01 THEN 1950
<'40 IF C9~4 THEN 330
<'50 Ir- (.9 <> 5 THEN 290
na n.s
n0 C90 1
2',,0 CflAIN "ISOFZ.Kb00"
t"10 , CIiAIN "ISOFI.Kblil0"
::Ci1l0 PRINT "SPECIFY 'L.ONO' OR 'PEL.E'"
318 I'IPIJT N'
':<23 G'iTO lB0
:'30 FRitH
:,40 PRINT
359 PRINT" FOR INPUT VIA PUNCHED PAPER TAPE"
;'!>0 PRINT "PREPARE TAPE AS FOLLOWS IN LOCAL 1I0DE"
)70 PRINT
':<83 PRI~T" BEFORE CARRIACE RETURN AND LINE FEED IC/R) TYPE 'XOFF'"
:na PRlt.lT
433 PAINT" TYPE 'SAMPL.E 10 C/R'"
419 PI<!tIT
420 PRINT" TYPE 'CARBON,OXYGEN,OXYCAR80NATE, OR OXYWATER C/R'"
433 f'RttIT
440 PriItlT II IF
A5e PRtrlT II

4be PrilliT"
.,,,, PRINT"
490 PRINT"
4'ie PRINT
~00 PRINT" IF OXYCE~ TYPE EITHERI"
510 PRINT" 'WATER CIR' IF EQUILIBRATED AGAINST TANK C02"
~Z9 PRINT" 'ROD CIR' IF OXY~EN BURNED ON GRAPHITE ROD"
!·3S PRINT" 'D13.5 ID NUMBER PIZ3 CIR' FOR KNOWN DELTA C-13"
~4" PRINT" FOLLOWED BY 5 SPACES THEN SAIIPLE 10,"
~59 PRINT" 'NONE C/R' IF DELTA C-13 NOT KNOWN."
~u PRINT



"
I50Fl

I-"
N
"'-I

51-"51
SZ-"S2

V·IIY
Za'IZ
T··'T
R·uR

101 Sl-"Sl
105 SZa"SZ
III Va"V
121 Z·IlZ
141 T-"T
151 R-"R

261
265
271
291
301
311

IS LINE 3Z1

::-t95

2:71
281
301
311
321
331
341
351
371
3£11
3'/1

491
411
421
431
441
451
461
471
472
474
475
476
498

I COM U$t50l,O$t501,X[Z,Z01,E[20l,W$[SSl,C3,C4,CS,F9,T9
3 COM Dl,D2,DI,N,F,S,QB,C2,TZ,C
5 COM F$tlI1,CtI01,T$[501,C$[S"l.C9.A$[11
7 COM N$t41,C7,Z,SI,S2,S$[50l
9 FILES ISOT.K600,ISOY.K699
11 PRINT "ISOFl"
13 T9cZ

15 COTO C? OF 53,471,97
IF ns t 1,3l="OXY" THEN 471
IF Dstl,3l="CAR" THEN 97
REM FOR CARBO~ FACTORS
IF N$·"LONO" THEN 261
IF N$ <> "PELE" THEN 1000
Sl c . 006 597
82c.2576
Vel
Z=-.1917
T-l.00496
R=1.00054
IF C9-1 THEN 321
Pf<lNT "THE CURRENT CARBON CORRECnON FACTORS FOR PELE AREJ II

PRINT
PRINT "DIGITAL SENSITIVITY 10/90 /COUNT>
PRINT "LINE SENSITIVITY 10/00 / DIV)
PRINT "VALVE MIXINC
PRINT "ZERO ENRICHM!::tlT FOR HASS 45
PRINT "TAIL CORRECTION AT MASS 45
PIH NT "BACKCROUND
GOTO 9(1;30
SI=.006019
S2-.240705
Vul.00001

Zc-.319BI5
Tcl.0l'1927

R=1.llIlCl33
Cl=I.0b755
CZ--.0333
F=V.TlICllIR
IF C9=1 THEN 1020
PRINT II THE CLIRRF.NT CARBON CORRECTION FACTORS FOR LONO ARE;"
PRINT
PRINT "DIGl1AL SENSITIVITY (0/00 / COUNT>
PRINT "LINE SENSITIVITY )0/00 / DIV)
PRINT "VALVE MIXING
PRINT "ZERO ENRICHMENT FOR MASS 45
PRINT "TAIL COrmECTlON AT MASS 45
PRINT "BACKGROUND
REM SPECTRAL CROSS TERM FOR MASS 45
REM OXYGEN CROSS TERM IS LINE 331
GOTO 9000
C5·-Z9.4
REM C5 IS C-13 (PDD) OF CRAPHITE ROD
C3--Z9.66
C4--30.19
REM C3-C-13'MS) AND C4-0-19(HS) FOR TTANK COZ(WITH CROSS TERH)
IF N5."LONO" THEN 641

53
~5

.65
97
99
Ul
105
111
121
141
151
161
171
191
191
195
211
221
231
241
251
261
21.5

SSc"011

I~ LENIC.)-" THEN 1228
CONVERT C.tl,ll TO T
IF LENIC$) <> I THEN IZ'"

GOTO 12U
~'c(;'t3l

I~ T <> I THEN 139"
READ tl2,1
IF END wI THEN 127"
PEAD til ;C,
PRINT tlZl(;.
GOTO 1240
PRINT "TURN ON TAPE READER" •
READ tllrl
FOR N:l1 TO Z49
ENTER 240,J,C. ;
PRINT UlC., END
IF cet 1,31."PAU" THEN 1341
NEXT N
C.9cl

F9=1
READ /lF9'1
CHAIN "ISOF2.1<600"
IF T <> 2 THEN 144.
~9-2

C9-1
C.HAIN "ISOF2.1<609"
T-3
S.· ..9"
I~ T <> 3 THEN lie"
F9·1
C9-1
CHAIN "ISOFZ.K688"
END

II '59
1169
1170
11139
119"
IZ09
1219
IZ29
1230
1249
1250
lZb9
1279
1213"
1299
130"
131.
132"
1330
1349
1359
131,0
1379
1389
1399
1409
1419
1420
1430
1440
1459
1469
1478
148.
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N
())

THEN 1141
THEN 1001
THEN 1lJ21
THEN 1061

COM U$[501,D$[S01,X[2,201,E[201,W$[501,C3,C4,CS,F9,T9
COM Dl,DZ,BI,N,F,5,QB,C2,T2,G
COM F$[111,C[101,T$[501,C$[591,C9,A'[11
COH N$[41,C7,Z,SI,S2,S$[501
FILES lSOT.K600,ISOY.K60~
PRINT "ISOFZ"
C8c0

A$[1,11 c"I"

A$[1,11""Z"
IF END jF9 THEN 3579
IF T9>1 THEN 155
IF C7<4 THEN 121
REM INPUT SAMPLE 10"
PRINT "SAMPLE 10 ·"1

INPUT U$
COTO 185
IF SHlr11 <> "0" THEN 11o1
READ tlF9;U$
$1o:l!'$
GOTO 185
IF C7>4 THEN 800
READ IIF9IU$
IF U$:S$ THEN 185
COTO lbl
IF U$[1,31-"PAU" THEN 9"00
IF C7<4 THEN 231
PRINT "TYPE 'CARDON', 'OnGEN' ,'OXYCARBONATE' ,OR 'OXYIlATER'"
INPUT 0$
COTa 740
READ flF9;0$
IF 0$[1,11 <> "5" THEN 790
READ IIF9;U$
S$,U$
COTO 185
IF T9>1 THEN 80;'
CHAIN "ISOF1.Kb00"
IF Dlo[1,31-"CAR" THEN 1273
IF D$(1,31 <> "OXY" THEN 2151
REM. FOR OXYGEN SAMPLES
IF C7<4 THI;N 921
PRINT "OXYGENI TYPE 'ROO','013.S PLUS ID','WATER', OR 'NONE'"
INPUT C$
COTO 931
REALI flF91 C$
IF C$[1 r11 a "5" THEN 191
10/$[1,11="0"
IF C$[1t1l a"N"

IF C$[1r11·"R"
IF C$[Ir1l-"W"
IF C$[1 tll-"O"
GOTO 1141
REM FOR GRAPHITE ROD
oa-es
C-l
GOTO 1515
REM. FOR TANK C02

1
11
ZI
31
41
~1

~,2

5~~

M
~S

71
Ell
as
91
101
111
121
131
141

"151
155
lbl
171
181
185
191
201
ZII
Z21
231
740
759
760
7/0
790
795
000
810
911
913
915
917
919
921
931
935
941
951
961
971
9Bl
991
1001
1002
1005
1011

ISOF2

51-"51
52·"S2

ValrV
Z·"Z
T·"T
R'''R
C5·"C5

SI="SI
S2-"52

VD"V
Z=IIZ
T·"T
R·"R
CS·"C5

501
50S
511
521
531
541
471

641
645
651
661
671
681
471

IS LINE 691

IF Nt () "PELE" THEN 18''''
~EM OXYGEN FACTORS FOR PELE
51-.0136324
52'.2472
II-I
Z·-.119136
T-1.00369
R-I.00044
IF C9-1 THEN 691
PRINT "THE CURRENT OXYGEN CORRECTION FACTORS FOR PELE AREI"
PRINT
PRI~T "DICITAL SENSITIVITY (0/00 I COUNT)
PRWT "LINE SENSITIVITY 1Il10" I DIll)
PRIIH "VALVE I1IXIN(;
PRIIiT "ZERO ENRICHI'IENT FOR MASS 41o
PRIIiT "TAIL CORRECTION AT MASS 41o
PRINT "BACKCROUND
PRltlT "(ARBON ROD OELTA C-13
COTO 9000
51- .005778
52-.229798
11-1.013001
Z--.019l2S
T-I.00388
R-I.00386
CI-1.11014
C2-.00937
F-V.T*Cl ..R
IF C9-1 THEN 1020
PRINT
PRIIiT "THE CURRENT OXYCEN CORRECTONS FACTORS FOR LOND ARE!"
P~INT

PRINT "OICITAL SENSITIIIITY (0/00 I COUNTI
PRINT "LINE S[N"3ITIVITY )0/00 I DIV)
PRI~T "VALVE MIXING
PRINT "ZERO ENRICH:1ENT FOR HASS 46
PRINT "TAIL CORRECTION AT MASS 46
PRINT "BHC.~{'ROIJND

PRINT "(ARBON ROD DELTA C-13
REM SPECTRAL CROSS TERM FOR MASS 46
REM CARBON CROSS TERH IS LINE 7"1
GOTO 9000

PRINT .. BAD DATA-SPECIFY LONO OR PELE"
COTO 9000
CHAIN "I50F2.K600"
PRINT "10 '''S'''' NOT FOUND" "
CHAIN "ISOF.K60""
END

4'31
491
~,91

~,0S

511
521
5°31
:;,41
'J51
~." I
~.71

~,91

~,8S

591
~01

bll
l!-21
l·2:S
~)I

641
t.4S
b51
661
t.71
691
b91
701
741
761
791
E:O 1
811
821
~"2'S

~'31

E41
E'S1
E'bl
E'b5
E71
{'=II
S01
1000
10U
102"
10)1'
194"
9UB



1921
1939
11'131
1941
1051
1061
1071
1073
1981
10113
1991
1191
1111
1121
1131
1141
1151
1161
1271
1273
1275
1277
1279
1291
IZ'i'!
12'15
131:11
1311
1321
1331
1341
1351
1361
1371
1381
13'11
1401
1411
1421
1431
1435
1441
H43
14'51
1461
1471
1481
1491
1501

'I '511
1515
1516
1519
1519
152"
1521
1~23

1525

OB-C3
19-1
Ca4

COTO 1515
~EM. FOR DELTA C-13 GIVEN AND SAKPLE lD
TS-CS[2.7]
Ce2

IF LENICSI<9 THEN 1091
IlU2J-CSCS]
COTO 1101
IlS[2]-"'I<NOIlN'"
COSUB 2261
09-T3
COTO 1515
REM. NO C-13 CORRECTION USED
01l-0
C-3
COTO 1515
REM FOR CARBON SAMPLES
IF C7<4 THEN 1291
PRINT "CARBONI TYPE '125.1','03.54 PLUS 10', OR 'NONE'"
INPUT C.
coro n'il
READ NF'ilCS
IF C$[1.11-"$" THEN 201
IIS[I,11a"C"
IF CSC 1• 1] a"N" THEN 1501
IF CS[I.l1-"T" THEN 1351
IF CS[I,IJa"D" THEN 1421
COTO 15£11
REM FOR TEMP CIVEN
H-Cs[2]
C-I
COSIJ9 2261
T2a13

09-3.192-.214.T2+."0,,4*T2*T2
COTO 1515
REM FOR DELTA 0-19 CIVEN AND SAMPLE 10
TS-("$[2.71
Ca2

IF LENICSI<8 TH~N 1451
W$[2]e(;'5C9]
GOlO 14bl
W$[21="'KNOWN'"
CaSUB 2261
Oa-T3
COTO 1515
REM NO 0-19 CORRECTION USED
a9-e
Ga3

REM INPUT STANDARD AND SAMPLE BETAS
REM STO -I BEGIN ANO END ON STD DELTA - SAKP - STD
IF C7>4 THEN 2ee0
READ IIIF9lCS
IF es[ I rI 1 <> "S" THEN 153.
IF W.CloU."O" THEN 913
IF W'Cl,11."C" THEN 1273
<:OTO $45'

1530
1531
1532
1533
1534
1539
1541i1
1541
1542
1!;43
1544
1545
1546
1547
1549
1551i1
1551
1561
1571
1581
1591
1601
1605
1611
1613
1621
1631
1641
1651
1661
1670
1671
1681
1691
1693
1701
1711
1715
1721
1731
1741
1751
1753
1761
1762
1763
1764
1765
1766
1767
1769
1769
1779
1771
1773
17S1
1791
la.l

FOR 1=1 TO LENICSI
IF C$[I.I]-"," THEN 1539
NEXT I
T$=C$
COTO 154il
T$-(.~[JtI-1J

COSlIll Z261
IF T3>9.E+il9 THEN 3456
01 ~T3
IF ICLENICSI THEN 1546
1-0
READ IIF9IC$
rs-C$[I+1J
COSllB 2261
IF T3>9.E+09 THEN 3450
B2"T3
Dl=IIOZ+Z-BII/Bll.1e00.F
MAT X=2ER
MAT E"ZER
REM INPUT INTEGRATOR VALUES AS5UKING 1 REPETITION
READ fiF9IC$
IF (.$[I,I]a"5" THEN 1519
IF C$[l01]-"9" THEN 1519
IF C$[1011 <> "0" THEN 1641
COSUB 3500
Nel
COTO 2241
T$-C$[I,7]
COSlIn 2Z61
IF T3)9.E+09 THEN 1591
REM MUST START ON A STD
IF CI[9.9] <> "1" THEN 1591
FOil Nel TO 20
IF C$[J r1] <> "0" THEN 1721
COSUS 3501i1
IF AHltlJ-"I" THEN 2£191
IF A$[I.I]="2" THEN 2071
CO TO 3450
T$=C$[I,7]
cosuo 2261
IF C$[8,8]a"0" THEN 1761
IF C$[9,8] <> "1" THEN 1931
COTO 1861
IF C8>9 THEN 1763
COTO 1771
IF C$[9.9] <> AS[I,IJ THEN 1765
COTO 1771
N-N-I
IF ASC1.1J."I" THEN 1769
A,[ld]-"I"
COTO 1931
AS[1,I]-"2"
COTO 1931
X[I.NJ-T3/1000
Ca-1B
A$rl,IJ·CSC9,9]
COTO 1931
IF Cst9,9J (> A,tl,11 THEN 1925

....
N
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1803
1811
1831
1841
18S1
1861
1881
1891
1901
1911
1921
ln5
1931
1~41

19S1
1991
2001
2011
2021
a2S
2031
2041
20S1
2061
2062
2063
2071
2072
2073
2075
2076
20:"1
2091
2101
2111
2121
2131
2141
2151
2161
2171
2181
2191
n01
2Z11
2ZZ1
2231
2241
22S1
2261
2Z71
2Z81
2191
2301
2305
2311
231S
2317

X[2,Nl-T3/UJ09
C8=0
A'[ 1,1 J=CU9,91
IF X[I,NlC9.E+06 THEN 1891
X[l,Nl-X[Z,Nl
C.9=10
GOTO Z001
IF XtZ,NlC9.E+06 THEN 2901
HZ,Nl=Xt 1,Nl
(,9=10
GOTO 2001
IF N'I HIEN 1803
READ _F9lCS
IF C~[I,ll="8" THEN 1519
IF C$[I,IJ-"S" THEN 2001
GOTO .691
READ lI."9 l C$
IF C$tl,IJo"B" THEN 1519
IF C'[I,IJo"S" THEN Z001
IF C$t9,9JoAS[l,11 THEN 1691
IF N/Z-INTINI2) THEN 2061
IF A$tl,ll-"l" THEN 2063
GOTO 1931
IF Astl,11-"2" THEN 2863
CO TO 1931
NEXT N
NZ=N-3
N=N-l
IF t8C9 THEN 2131
NZoNZ+l
N'N+I
GOTO 2131
N~ot~-2

IF C8<9 THEN 2131
NZaN2+1
N=N+l
S=SI
IF N>2 THEN 2171
PRIIIT "INSUFFICIENT DATA "US
GOTO 9000
REH FOR ONE REPITITION CALC. DIFFERENCES
1=0
FOR KI-2 TO NZ STEP 2
EtI+l1 aX[I,Kl1-X[2,Kl-ll
EtI+Zl-XtZ,Kl1-Xtl,Kl+11
IoI+Z
NEXT 1<1
CHAIN "ISOF3.K611l0"
COTO 41
REM. SUBROUTINE TO CONVERT STRING (T$) TO NUMBER (T3)
F'a"III23456789 ..
J3-1
Jl-11
0 00

03-"
OZ-LENIT$)
FOR ~-1 TO LEN(Tt)
.Jl-.Jl+l

2319
2321
2351
2.161
2371
2·H'1
2431
2441
2451
2481
2501
2511
2521
2'531
2535
2541
2551
2553
2561
2571
2~)B 1
2:591
26~ll

Zbll
2621
2631
2Ml
2651
2:/:.53
2655
2657
ZI.o61
2671
26Bl
2691
?8@0
2819
,,8;:0
2£<30
Zft40
2B50
2860
2870
288111
2899
2900
2910
2920
2.930
2940
2950
29611
2970
2989
2999
2995
3000
3lue

IF J>3 THEN 2431
IF T$[J,Jl (> "-" THEN 2371
J3=-1
COTO 2561
IF T$[J,Jl C> "+" THEN 2431
COTO 2561
REM
FOR L00 TO 9
IF l$tJ,Jl-" " THEN 2561
IF T$tJ,JJ-"." THEN Z551
IF T$tJ,JJoFstL+l,L+l] THEN 2531
NEXT L
GOTO 2671
CtJIJ=L
OcO+l
CO TO 2581
0=0
03=10
Jl=Jl-1
OZ=D2-1
NEXT J
T3=0
J=12I
FOR L=02 TO 1 STEP -1
T3=CtU*10+J+T3
JeJ+I
NEXT L
IF 03(9 THEN 2657
T3eJ 3*T3 / ( 112l + ( 011
RETlIIlN
T~<=,'3.T3

RETURN
REM ERROR STRING CONTAINS A NON NUMERAL
T3-I.E+19
RETURN
REM FOR MANUAL DATA ENTRY
PRINT "ENTER STO El,SilMP B,NO. OF REPS."
REM Rl(~ CAUSED RECYCLE TO NEW B'S
INPUT BI,BZ,RI
IF RI<O OR RI>l THEN 2810
DI=IIBZ+Z-BI)/BIl*1000*F
I1AT X=ZER
HI\T E=ZER
PRINT "ENTER VALlIES"Rl+1"PER LINE (ZERO TO ENDl"
REM X(IIC-9B CAUSES RECYCLE TO NEW D'S
REM READ IN DATA
GOTO AI+I OF Z9,I2I,315121
REM ZERO REP CASE, 1 VALUE ONLY
FOR N~l TO 25
INPUT XCl,Nl
IF X[l,Nl(-98 THEN 281121
IF X[I,NJ-0 THEN 298121
NEXT N
IF N=1 THEN 311121
NZ-N-Z
IF N/Z (> INTlN/2l THEN 343~

IF X[I,2l>5121 THEN 303~

S-S2
I-'w
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3"~0
3030
3049
~0':"

3"60
3070
3380
30~0

3100
3110
31'S9
3160
3179
3189
31~0

3200
3219
32i.0
3~J0

nAG
3250
3H9
3279
3~:~0

3439
3440
34'59
~460

::",5~0

3510
35;:0
3515
3530
354"
3'550
3560
357"
35&0
9000

GOTO 3"40
S-SI
REM FOR" REPS CALC. DIFFERENCES.
1=0
FOR Kl-Z TO NZ STEP Z
EII+1J-Xl1,K1l-XI1,KI-1J
EII+2l=XII,Kll-XII.K1+1J
I-I+Z
NEXT Kl
CHA III "I SOF3.1':600"
REN FOR 1 REP CASE, Z TOTAL
FOR N=1 TO Z~

INPUT XII,NJ,XIZ,Nl
IF Xll,Nl<-98 THEN Z81"
IF XC1,Nl=0 THEN 3211
IIEXT N
IF No l THEN 3110
NZ=tl-Z
IF N/2 <> INTIN/ZI THEN.3430
IF XC1,2J>S9 THEN 3270
$c';2
(,OTO ne9
S-SI
GOTO 2171
PRINT "INSUFFICIEN'i DATA"
(,OTO 2elil
PRINT U~" BAD DATA "Cs
(,OTO 9000
REN SU& TO FIND NEXT SAMPLE 10
IF END NF9 THEN 3540
REAli jF91SS
IF LENIS.I-" THEN 3520
RETURN
"'S'''PAU''
PRINT jF9ISS, END
RETURN
PRINT "10 'lOSS'"~ NOT FOUND"
CHAIN "ISOF.K6"0"
END

ISOF3

10 COM U~[50J,D~150l,XIZ,20l,Et20J,WSt50l,C3,C4,C5IF9,T9
Z0 CON D1,BZ,BI,N,F,S,Qe,CZ,TZ,C
21 CON F$Cl1J,CCI0J,T$L50J,X$CS0J,C9,Z$11J
22 CON N~C4J,C7,Z,SI,S2,S.t50J

23 PRINT "ISOF3"
25 DEF FNAIXl·SCNIXl*INTI1000*ABSIXl+.5l/1000
27 REI1 11AIl 1 VERSUS POB OFFSET IS HI FOR CARBON, HZ FOR OXYCEN
28 Hl=+.49
29 HZ·+Z.1Z
30 NZ=N-Z
31 19·0
33 PRINT "G'''I~
40 REN THIS IS A CONTINUATION OF ISOF2, CHAINED INTO
~9 PRINT
b0 Pill NT
70 PRINT ,,----------"TABI30ll
e0 CO~.UB 1250
~5 N7=LENIW$1
90 Na.LEN(lI'$1
100 PRINT
110 PR UlT "ANALYSI S NO. "U$t 1, NaJ
120 PRINT
12Z IF C9<9 THEN IS~

124 PRINT" BAD IRZ DATA FIXED, EXECUTION CONTINUES"
126 PRINT
130 PRINT "DELTA B ."FNAIDll" B ISTDl -"Bl" BISAMPl -"B2
140 IF N <> 1 THEN 180
150 IF D$[1,3J-"CI\R" THEN 510
160 IF O$[I,Sl-"OXY" THEN 691·
170 COTO 1430
18~ cosun 730
190 PRINT
Z00 REM PRINT INPUT DATA AND DIFFERENCES
210 FOR N3=1 TO N STEP Z
720 IF N3)2 THEN 7.60
230 PRINT X[I,NSJlXIZ,NSJITABISll1
240 PRINT X[I,NS+1JIX[Z,N3+1JITABI50lliNTIE[N3l+.5l
~50 COTO 280
760 PRINT X[I,N3JIX[Z,NSJITABI2SlliNTIECN3-1J+.51ITABI3Sll
270 PRINT X[I,N3+1JIX[Z,N3+1lITABI5elliNTIECN3J+.5l
2a0 NEXT N3
290 REM CALCULATE FINAL DELTA AND PRINT
3013 D3=S*A"I*F
310 04=S*02*F
320 D5=S*U3*F
3:'10 06:01+03
335 REM HI IS OFFSET HAW 1 VERSUS PDB FOR CARBON, HZ FOR OXYCEN
337 IF D$[1,3l·"CAR" THEN 340
338 Hl·HZ
340 D7'D6+cz*aa
341 D7=D7+Hl+Hl*D7/1000
350 PRINT
360 PRINT "AVE DIFF CNTS • "FNAIA7ll" STD DEI,' CNT - "FNAIBZl"COMP. -"HZ
:;l70 PRINT "AVE DIFF G/00 - "FNACD3ll" SENS. -"S"F-"F
380 PRINT "STD DEI,'. 0'ee - "FNAID4)I" STD DEI,' I1EAN -"FNAID5l .
39li1 PRINT

I-'
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I-'
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"N'I" OXYWATER"

C9=1
C9=1
CHAIN "ISOF2.1<600"
IF O$[I,bJ <> "OXYWAT" THEN 709
PRINT
PRINT ..
PRlilT
PRINT
(:9=1
CHAIN "ISOF2.1<600"
REM THIS SECTION CALCULATES THE AVERAGE. STANDARD DEVIATION
REM STD OEVIATION OF THE MEAN AND CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
REM COl1PUTE SUMS. TOTAL DIFFERENCES - N-Z
Al=A2=A3=A4·A5a/il
FOR L=l TO NZ
AI=AI+L
AZaA2+E[L)
A3=A3+14'Z
A4'A4+ (Etl]+2)
A5'A5+(EtLl*LI
NEXT L
REM COMPUTE AVERAGES
A6=AI/N2
A7=A2IN2
A9=IA3- (Z*Ab*Al1+(NZ*CA6+Z111/1NZ-l1
A9·1A4-1Z*A7*AZl+lNZ*IA7+Z111/1NZ-ll
REM COMPUTE STD DEVIATION AND STD DEVIATION OF THE "EAN
OI=SORlASl
B2'SOf,IAli)
D3=£<VSOfiCNZl
REM COMPUTE DIVISOR OF REGRESSION LINE TO RECRESS E VS INDEX
D4·CNZ*A31-(AI+21
REM (~HPUTE INTERCEPT AND SLOPE
B5=(IA~*A3)-IAI*A511/B4

D~=(IN2.A51-1AI*A211/B4

D7 alllb121*A9/A9
REM COIlRELATION COEFFICIENT

BB=SORI1l71
REM A7=AVE •• B2=STD DEV, 93-STD DEV MEAN, B9-CORR. COEF
RETURN
REM TO REJECT BAD POINTS.
N5=IN2/41+1
N6=NZ
REM MAX REJECTION RATIO IS liZ
FOR K5=1 TO N5
REM FIND WORST POINT
IoIZ=0
FOR Kb-l TO N2
IF ABSIE[K6l-A71 <a W2 THEN 1866
K7=K6
W2=ABSlE[K6J-A71
NEXT Kb
REM IF WOST > SIGMA * SCRT OF NUMBER OF REJECTIONS THEN RECALC
IF AIlSIE[1<7J-A7) <. SQRIKS)*9Z THEN I1S0
REM REMOVE BAD POINT AND COMPACT DATA
NZ-NZ-l
FOR K6-K7 TO NZ
E[1<61-£[1<6+1J

717
719
719
720
121
nz
723
7<.4
725
n6
730
740
750
760
770
78@
790
S00
E<I0
820
S39
((4@

£<50
860
E<7£1
830
£<90
91110
"t10
920
930
940
95<3
960
970
99 iii
990
1~L~0
1010
102.0
1930
1@40
1050
1060
1970
1073
1075
1L1l80
10&2
1984
10£<5
1096
1987
1089
1090
1092
109S
1180

PRINT "DELTA 11 19/£191 - "FNA(D61
IF D'[1,3l a"OXY" THEN 540
COTO C OF 430,459,478
PRINT "EXTRACTION TEI1P - "TZ
COTO 4b0
PRINT "DELTA C-18 (VS. tlSl - "Q81" ANALYSIS "WUZ,N7J
PRINT
PI<INT "DELTA C ("/B01 PIJO - "FNA(D7l
PRINT
PRINT
COSUB 113"
PRINT
PRINT" "NU" CARBON'"
PI<INT
PRINT
C"tal
CHAIN "ISOFZ.KbIl0"
REH FOR OXYGEN
GOTO G OF 5'59,580.600.5b0
Pf<INT "ROD C02 a "&1&
COTO 6921
Pr-INT "TANK C021 C-13(I1S1 a"C31"O-181MSI a"C4
REH FOR 5 CC SAMPLE RHO. 96.&55 AND USE Z.0 CH CAS PER ML 'Hie
07'D6+(ZHJB
D7·D7+11.~4075/"tb.&551*ID7-C41

D7=07+HI+HI*07/1000
07=107-40.751/1.942175
GOTO 613
PRINT "DELTA C-13 lVS. I1S1 a"&I&I" AtlALYSIS "W'[I.N7J
REH ALPHA a 1.91907 FOR CALCITE-C0Z AT 30 DEG. C.
REM ALPHA - 1.01~'5 FOR CALCITE AT 25 DEC.
REM HUST MAKE CORRECTIONS IN LINES 619. 1238
IF DHI,6l <> "OXlGEN" THEN 630
REM TO CO~VERT NON CAARBONATE 02 TO POB SCALE. OEPENDS UPON
REM TEMP AT WHICH MACHINE STD WAS PREPARED. MODIFY IF THE
REM MACHINE STD AND THE SAMP ~ERE NOT PREPARED AT THE SAME TEMP
D7·1.91007*07+19.07
GOTO b41l
~EM HQ~ SAMPLES PREPA~ED AT 25 US 30 FOR MACH STD.
07=.999&2*07-.19
PRINT
PRINT "DELTA C (0/0B) POB - "FNAlD71" SMOIol - "I
REM MODIFY THIS IF MACHINE STD AND SAMP NOT PREPARED AT SAME-TEMP
RE~ USE 30.4Z FOR PDB SOLID VS SMOW AT ALL TEMP
PRINT FNAll.8304Z*D7+39.421
PRINT
F'RINT
CaSUB 1939
IF 0$[1.61 <> "OXYGEN" THEN 714'
PRINT
C~·I

PRINT" "N.;" OXYGEN"
PRINT
PRINT
CHAIN "ISOFZ.1<609"
IF 0$[1,6J <> "OXYCAR" THEN 721
PRINT
PRINT" "N•• " OXYCARBONATE"

4 lila
419
42"
4<sS
44"
4'59
469
470
4&e
499
'509
~IO

529
~Zl

52z
~Z3

~30

S35
S40
~S0

~5S

~6"
S62
~·6S

~79

~·71
572
S75
sa3
~~"
~91

~n

6"0
I..a~
MIl>
607
610
611
630
631
640
6'59
6S5
656
b6l1
670
M9
6?0
691
700
705
710
711
712
713
714
715
716



1110
1115
11'::0
1125
113"
1135
1140
115"
1155
1160
1165
1170
11130
1185
11'10
119'5
12~:0

12131
1202
1203
1219
12:5
1220
1221
1222
1224
12~7

1228
1230
1231
12J3
123';
12:"5
12:16
12:'7
1233
1239
124"
1241
12~,0

12~,0

1270
1H''''
1 ave
1301:
1310
1320
1330
1340
1344
1350
13b0
1370
1360
13'13
1400
141"
1420
143"

NEXT Kb
REM STORE OLD VALUES
t9=B2
C8=A7
COSUB 730
REM IF > 30 ~ CHANGE IN SIGMA REMOVE THE POINT
IF IC9-B2)/C9<.3 THEN lib"
NEXT KS
COTO Ila"
B2=C'~

N2=N2+1
A7=c.a
03=S-1\7*F
B3=IlZlS'JRIN2)
DS=S'O:<*F
Ob=O I +[13
D7=Dl+03+I(2608)
D7=07+HI+HI*07/1000
IF D~t1.b)="OXYGEN" THEtJ 1288
IF O~[I,b]·"OXYWAT" THEN 1234
tlb~"lb-N:1:

IF Nb"0 THEN Il41
PRINT "REJ."Nb"POINT AVE 01FF 10/(13) ....FNAID3) .. ICNTS) .. "FNACA7)
IF 1)$[1.6] <> "OXHIAT" THEN 1227
prllNT "RECALC. DELTA M 10/00) .. "FNAIDb)"DELTA C ISHOW) " ,,~

(.OTO 1231
IF D~[1.6] <> "OXYCAR" THEN Il39
07=.9"1982*D7-.18
PRINT "RE(.ALC. [IELTA M 10/03) .. "FNAIDb)"DELTA C IPDB) .. '"
PRINT FNA(07)"STD OEV MEAN" "FNAID5)
GOTO 1241
07=[1(·+(,2'08
1)7=07+Cl.0407S/96.B5S)_ID7-C4)
1)7=ID7+HI'HI'D7/1000)
07=ID7-40.7S)/l.~4075

D7~07*1.01007+10.07

REM TEMP DEPENDENT TERM SEE LINE b05 FOR INFORMATION
(.OTO ~ 210
RETljrm
REM DATE SUBROUTINE
[11M O~[3~],C~[b0],A$[20]

r,~=" SUN MOll TlIr:SIlEDNSTHURS FRISATUR" .
(.$=" JAN. FEB.HARCHAPRIL MAY JUNE ~ULYAUCSTSEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC."
REM DAY OF THE WEEK
Z3=TIHCZ)+TIH(3)+INTIITIMI3)-I)/4)
REM THATS DAY +1 PER YEAR +1 PER LEAP YEAR
Z3=Z3-INTCZ3/7)*7
;,srl ,5]=E<H 15*Z3)+I. 15*Z3)+5)
REM MONTH AND DATE
Z5=TIM(2)
Zb=TIHi'))+1900
Z7' CINT Clbl4) *4) >. Zb
Z4=Z5+IZ5)159+Z7»)-(2-Z7)+91
M9-1NTIZ4/30.55)
Ma·Z4-INTIM9*30.5S)
A~[6.10)·C~[IM9-Z)*5-4.CM9-l)651

PRINT AS[1.S1;M8;AS[b.101ITIMI3)+190e
RETURN
END

.....
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APPENDIX C

TABLE 14

Stable Isotope Data for Nannofossils at DSDP Site 284

Depth (m) 18 13 PDB~ 0 vs. PDB I) C vs.

0.3 1. 75 .84

7.2 1. 71 .44

8.9 2.33 1. 95

10.4 2.48 2.28

12.2 2.66 2.35

18.8 2.29 1.09

20.3 2.27

23.5 1. 72 .80

24.8 1.38

28.2 2.02 .99

32.7 2.04 1.22

34.4 1.89 .97

41.0 1-77 .87

47.2 2.17 .98

48.7 1.57 .82

50.5 2.36 .74

52.0 1. 78 1.10

58.2 1. 79 1.04

62.7 1.35 .54

67.7 1.21 .55

73.7 1.59 1.38

75.7 1.91 1.46

80.0 1.23 .75

85.2 1.64 1.36

92.7 1.59 .92

94.7 1. 76 1.43

99.2 1. 74 1.35

115.2 1. 76 1. 73

134



TABLE 14 (Continued)

Stable Isotope Data for Nannofossils at DSDP Site 284

135

Depth (m)

121.2

123.2

127.7

132.7

127.2

145.2

141.7

147.7

176.6

180.2

189.7

197.2

203.7

18s 0 vs. PDB

1.50

1. 78

1.40

1.35

1. 73

1.88

1.77

1.47

1.69

1.76

1.72

1.02

1.20

13
l) C vs. PDB

1.34

1. 78

1.63

1.57

1. 79

1.57

1.60

1.32

1.69

1.63

2.13

.55

1.44
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TABLE 15

Stable Isoto?e Data for Nannofossils
at ned~ Sites 277, 279, 281

Depth (m) 18 13B 0 vs. PDB B C vs. PDB

Site 277

5.6 1.20 1.62
0.98 1. 63

14.9 1.29 1.71

22.9 2.09

30.9 0.97 1. 78

40.4 1.87

56.4 1.69 2.19

75.4 0.72 2.03

103.9 1.16 2.88

132.4 1.15 2.31

143.4 1.27 2.07

160.9 1.32 1. 76

185.9 1.61

189.4 0.47 1. 73

208.4 0.17 1.89

227.4 0.58 1.61

255.9 0.06 1.34

274.9 -0.11 1.51

295.8 -0.27 1.92

Site 279

99.8 3.36

100.9 1.38 3.00

109.5 3.65

118.4 1.03

132.4 3.73

144.9 1.16 2.78

156.4 1.39 2.51

176.4 1.33 2.31
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TABLE 15 (Continued)

Stable Isotope Data for Nannofossils
at DSDP Sites 277, 279, 281

Depth (m)
18 138 0 vs , PDB 8 C vs, PDB

178.4 1.16 2.12

184.9 1.67

187.9 0.53 1. 78

190.9 2.28

Site 281

4.9 2.16 0.7

9.4 2.55 1.18

20.4 3.14 1.52

36.4 2.22 1.12

37.9 1.94 0.66

47.4 2.15 1.42

53.4 2.45 1. 78

86.9 1.68 1.92

93.4 1.09 2.20

99.4 .97 2.14
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